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The 2007 National Stage Combat Workshops/West
The Society of American Fight Directors
July 9-27, 2007
Intermediate Actor/Combatant Workshop (IACW)
Take the next step. This workshop is designed for performers who
wish to build on their existing knowledge. Students will strengthen
their skills by focusing on performance and execution of technique,
receive introductory training in weapon styles not offered at the
beginner level and the opportunity to take Skills Proficiency Tests
toward official SAFD recognition in stage combat skills.
Advanced Actor/Combatant Workshop (AACW)
Open to qualified actors who are well versed in a wide variety of
weapons styles, this intense workshop offers the opportunity to be
challenged at a highly sophisticated level. Participants will study
technical and theatrical applications of advanced weapon styles.
Scene work will be an integral part of the training. Students will be
afforded the opportunity to take Skills Proficiency Tests toward
official SAFD recognition in stage combat skills.
present
For more information: Linda McCollum at (702) 895-3662 or www.safd.org
and
The University of Nevada-Las Vegas
College of Fine Arts, Department of Theatre
All photos by Al Foote III
The 2007 National Stage Combat Workshops/East
The Society of American Fight Directors
July 8-27, 2007
Summer Stage Combat (SSC)
Summer Stage Combat will physically and mentally challenge
aspiring theatre professionals while introducing them to the exciting
and explosive craft of theatrical violence. The SSC offers
introductory courses in the eight basic disciplines recognized by the
Society of American Fight Directors. This unique theatre arts
program is for professionals, college, and high school students who
are over 15, and have completed 9th grade. College and high school
credit is available to all attending students.
Actor/Combatant Workshop (ACW)
Train in the foundation skills of stage combat. World-class industry
professionals teach techniques in Rapier and Dagger, Unarmed and
Broadsword. Participants will also be offered introductory classes in
additional weapon styles. At the conclusion of the workshop,
students will have the opportunity to take Skills Proficiency Tests
toward official SAFD recognition in stage combat skills. College
credit is available to all attending students.
present
For more information: (336) 734-2834 or www.safd.org
and
North Carolina School of the Arts
NCSA Fight Director Workshop 2007 
Directors, Actors and Fight Directing students for the August 2007 FDW are now 
being accepted. 
 
2-Week Workshop Covers:  
 
Acting classes   Comic Violence 
Fight direction   Firearm safety 
Contemporary Violence  Swordfights 
Battle scenes   Safety 
 
      Workshop Package Includes:  
Furnished apartments with kitchens,  
Use of NCSA Armory, 
10 Rehearsal Spaces,  
Site specific choreography,                                         
                    Video tape critiques,            The 2005 FDW Group! 




The FDW has 17 years of experience training 
theater fight directors, directors and actors for stage 
fights from all styles and periods in history. Brawls, 
battles, duels, and domestic violence from the world of 
theatre form our exercises. From Shakespeare to 




Tuition for 2-Week Workshop July 29
th
 to August 11
th
 2007 
Directors     2000.00   (1000.00 deposit / 1000.00 due 6/1/07) 
Fight Directors  2000.00  (1000.00 deposit / 1000.00 due 6/1/07) 
Actors   1100.00   (500.00 deposit / 600.00 due 6/1/07) 
      Tuition does not include housing costs of $420.00! 
 
 Current SAFD, BASSC or FDC members receive a 10% discount off of the tuition. 
Applicants must be at least 18 years old with prior experience in acting, directing and stage combat. Spaces fill 
quickly! To guarantee your place in the 2007 Fight Director, or Actor Ensemble, send your application and your 
non-refundable $250.00 deposit in today. Tuition fees are refundable in full until July 1, 2007, after which they are 
forfeit. Email us for an application form, or more information! We are particularly interested in students who wish 
to stay on after the ACW, or TTW, who want to put their new skills to work! 
 
Contact information: 
Action Workshops, Inc.  Email contact:    NYFGTDIRCTR@aol.com 
131 Linden Ave.  Phone contact:   (973) 223 - 5056 
Glen Ridge, N. J. 07028  Checks must be payable to:  Action Workshops, Inc. 




Charles Conwell takes a look at the history of
Booth’s actor-combatant experiences during








Jeff Palmer looks at what little is known about
the early fight-arrangers in Hollywood.
Lost and Found in
Translation(s)
Three translations of Aristophanes’ The Birds
are examined by Meron Langsner to reveal to
the reader how much can be misinterpreted in




Maitre Nicole Prunet’s poem on his fencing
school in the early sixteenth century is
examined by Henry Marshall.
26 Fights of Spring
The Fights of Spring Workshop is reviewed
by Zachary A. Dorsey revealing some new




F a l l / W i n t e r 2 0 0 6
Vo l X X IX , N u m b e r 2
w w w . s a f d . o r g
28 Coda: Stability
Stabilizing the body for movement is
explored by Michael Lugering, the author of
The Expressive Actor.
31 Fit for Fighting
Part II
The Core is examined by Lauren Muney in
her ongoing series on fight fitness.
NCSA Action Film Workshop 2007 
Action Directors, Actor Combatants and Stunt Coordinators for the August 2007 
AFW are now being accepted. 
 
2-Week Workshop Covers:  
 
Fighting for Single Camera Jib Camera & Steadycam 
Fighting For Soaps  Camera Lenses For Action 
Acting For Camera   Group Fights and Mob Scenes  
Fire Stunt Demo  Gun Safety for Film  
Music Video Production Movie Trailer Production 
Chase Scene Production  SFX Makeup 
 
 
10 DV Productions representing a Variety of Film Styles: 
 Film Noir   Slap Stick Comedy   Action Adventure,   
 Gothic  Romance  Teen Slasher    Sci-Fi  
 War    Westerns    Urban Realism 
   
Instruction provided by working 
professionals, and all DV Productions have 
working crews and Professional assistance of 
Producers, Directors and Stunt Coordinators. 
 
Workshop Package Includes:  
Furnished Apartments, Use of NCSA Armory,  
10 Rehearsal Spaces, 10 Secured Film Locations 
including Old Salem, a beautifully restored 17
th
 
century village, Movie Theater Showing of Completed 
Projects & 2007 Workshop DVD. 
 
Tuition for 2-Week Workshop July 30th to August 11th 2007 
Editors   1250.00  (500.00 deposit / 750.00 due 7/1/07) 
Actors   1450.00   (500.00 deposit / 950.00due 7/1/07) 
Directors     1750.00   (500.00 deposit / 1250.00 due 7/1/07) 
Stunt Coordinators 1950.00  (500.00 deposit / 1450.00 due 7/1/07) 
      Housing fees are $420.00 for the two weeks! 
 
 “ The ultimate Action Film training experience for the cost of a vacation!” Alec Baldwin 
“… this experience would take years of professional work”    Richard Dean Anderson 
“Wonderful learning experience and a heck of a lot of fun to boot!” Dr. Tony Medlin 
 
Applicants must be at least 20 years old with prior experience in acting, directing and stage combat. Spaces fill 
quickly! To guarantee your place in the 2007 Action Film Workshop, send your application and deposit in today. 
Email us for an application form, or more information! 
 
Contact information: 
Action Workshops, Inc.  Email contact:    NYFGTDIRCTR@aol.com 
131 Linden Ave.  Phone contact:   (973) 223 - 5056 
Glen Ridge, N. J. 07028  Checks must be payable to:  Action Workshops, Inc. 
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On the Front Cover:
Segismundo's rebel army drives the King's soldiers from the field in Life Is A
Dreamby Pedro Calderon de la Barca. Directed by Cathy Hartenstein. Produced
by the University of Colorado Dept. of Theatre & Dance, April 2005. Fight
Choreography by Stephen Weitz. Photograph by Amanda Tipton. Set Design by
Bruce Bergner. Costume Design by Markas Henry. Lighting Design by Joshua
Wellnitz.
On the Back Cover:
"Feline's Basement" from Ann Reinking's Broadway Theatre Project's performance
of Broadway and Beyond performed at Tampa Bay Performing Arts Center on
July 30, 2005. Artistic Director - Debra McWaters.   Performers (left to right):
Katrina Asmar, Molly Groome, Katie Britton, Caitlin Kimball and Rylyn Julianu.
Fight Choreography by Ron Piretti. Photography by D. Thomas Porter, Photos
at Your Place.
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Charles Conwell is a Fight Director in the SAFD and Professor
of Theatre at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia.  He is the
author and solo performer of Chekhov in Hell and Sic Semper
Tyrannis.
Zachary A. Dorsey is a PhD candidate in the Department of
Theatre and Dance at the University of Texas at Austin.  He is an
advanced actor/combatant with the Society of American Fight
Directors, and works as a dramaturg and fight choreographer in
Austin and San Antonio.
Meron Langsner is a member of the SAFD and a doctoral
student at Tufts University.
Michael Lugering is an associate professor in performance at the
University of Nevada Las Vegas.  The Expressive Actor: An
Integrated Method of Voice, Movement and Acting Training has
just been published and marks a revolutionary departure from
traditional methods of actor training.
Henry Marshall (1920-2001) was A Master of Arms of the Royal
Academy of Dramatic Art in England and co-founded the Society
of British Fight Directors  (today’s British Academy of Dramatic
Combat). He edited The Fight Director from 1973-1990 and was
the author of Stage swordplay, or “So You Want to be Errol
Flynn?”
Lauren Muney has been performing in corporate and festival
entertainment for over twenty-five years.  She trained and toured
with Dale Girard in the On Edge Touring Company and has been
a fight captain, fighter, explosives and fire stunt designer.  She is
also a certified physical fitness trainer (CPFT) and certified health
coach (CHC) specializing in behavioral-change methods.  Her
website is www.physicalmind.com
Articles and letters for The Fight Master are accepted at any time.
Articles intended for inclusion in the Spring/Summer issue must
be received by November 1.  Articles intended for the Fall/Winter
issue must be received by June 1.
Submissions should be sent to:
The Fight Master
UNLV Dept. of Theatre
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89154-5044
Fax: (702) 895-0833
E-mail: mccollum@ccmail.nevada.edu
Submitted material will be edited for clarity and length.  Articles
should be typed, and include a short biography, 50 words or less,
about the author.  Please include the address, phone/fax numbers




his issue examines something old and something new with
reprints of some articles from the first editions of The
Fight Master and some innovative new approaches to
movement and workshops.
Some twenty-eight years ago Henry Marshall, the founder of the
Society of British Fight Directors and editor of The Fight Director,
examined the poem of Maitre Nicole Prunet revealing some of the
characteristics of a fencing school in the early sixteenth century.
Some of it is humorous and some of it relates to today’s fencing
schools and fight workshops.  Also reprinted is Jeff Palmer’s arti-
cle on the early fight-arrangers of Hollywood films who were
never listed in the credits.  
On a scholarly side, Charles Conwell examines the career of John
Wilkes Booth and the injuries which occurred on stage in the mid-
19th century when he was performing fights.  Here are some eye—
opening surprises at what sort of injuries occurred on stage and
why, all of this in the days before stage combat organizations
began focusing on teaching safety to actor/combatants.  And on a
further scholarly note, Meron Langsner examines three transla-
tions of a moment of action in Aristophanes’ The Birds revealing
how misleading a translation and its stage directions can be when
the translator does not understand the basic principles being
ridiculed.
Zachary A. Dorsey shares the innovative approach to structuring
the needs of a stage combat workshop used by Macha Monkey
Productions for the Fights of Spring Workshop at the University
of Washington in Seattle this past spring.  With its emphasis on
various forms of movement and actor training this stage combat
workshop went where workshops seldom go.  And Michael
Lugering, the author of The Expressive Actor: An Integrated
Voice, Movement and Actor Training, shares the importance of
finding the correct balance in the body to facilitate freedom and
mobility of movement, techniques needed in staging good fights.  
Lauren Muney continues her series on Fit for Fighting as she
examines the body’s core. Muney is certified in fitness and well-
ness today, but back in 1987, when she was traveling over two
thousand miles as part of Dale Girard’s On Edge touring fight
company based in Greeley, Colorado, she was overweight and
believed that exercise was the key to weight loss.  She ran two and
a half miles every day, ate right,  and never lost weight. Today she
knows what she did wrong twenty years ago and shares her certi-
fied expertise with the reader.  Fit for Fighting is a series of arti-
cles with an overview of a healthy, athletically conditioned
lifestyle.   Part II focuses on an often misinterpreted and misun-
derstood set of muscles known as the core.  
Linda Carlyle McCollum
T
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he Fight Master is currently seeking active photos of stage combat for upcoming issues.  Black and white and color prints (no
smaller than 4” x 6”) and slides will be accepted.  All photos should include the performers’ names and roles (if fewer than five
are pictured), photographer, play, playwright, fight director, theatre company, and year of performance.  Photos should also
include return address.  Without this information, pictures cannot be used.  8” x 10” prints or color slides with strong vertical orienta-
tions are also desired for covers; these should be shot as close up as possible (full bodies need not be visible).  
Digital camera photographs must meet the following additional criteria:
Cover Photographs: Interior Photographs:
✦ 1200 dpi (dots per inch) ✦ 300 dpi (dots per inch)
✦ Vertical orientation ✦ Any orientation
✦ .tif or .jpg file formats ✦ .tif or .jpg file formats
The deadline for graphic material for the Fall/Winter issue is July 31, for the Spring/Summer issue is January 31.  Submissions are
accepted at any time.  Send all prints sandwiched between two pieces of cardboard in an envelope clearly labeled “Photos - Do Not
Bend” to:
John Tovar
124 Lakeside Drive, Apt. 531
St. Charles, IL 60174-7910
If there are any questions, please feel free to call (630) 330-4293 or e-mail john_tovar@sbcglobal.net.  Again, exciting photos are
encouraged from all levels of the SAFD membership.
John Tovar
T
Workshop Coordinators and Advertisers
The Fight Master advertises non-SAFD workshops and services, including:
✦ Any Movement/Acting/Theatre-related Workshops ✦ Training Institutions
✦ Graduate/Undergraduate Programs ✦ Theatre Companies
✦ Performances ✦ Books and Scripts
✦ Publishers ✦ Swordcutlers
✦ Armorers ✦ Martial Arts Suppliers
✦ Period Clothing and Footwear ✦ Fencing Suppliers
✦ Other Theatre/Combat-related Training Goods or Services.  
Workshops that have officially been sanctioned as SAFD workshops as detailed in the Policies & Procedures are
entitled to a free 1/4 page ad in The Fight Master. Larger ads may be purchased at a discounted rate.  Non-SAFD







Notification for advertising in the Spring/Summer issue must be received by December 1; artwork due by January
15. Notification for the Fall/Winter issue must be received by July 1; artwork due by August 15.  Please call for rates
or other information.
GRAPHICALLY SPEAKING
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The Fight Master
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Call the SAFD Hotline
1-800-659-6579
For stage combat assistance, workshop information,
and general questions.











Want to get a job teaching movement 
at the university level? 
Come to Theatre VCU. 
Thea1re VCll graduates currently tea ·ng: 
Rob In Armstrong • Cornn County Comm. Corlege. TX 
Ja11alhan aemke • BaJI State Un IV'., IN 
Tonia Campanella - Unjv, of Oldah-orna, OK 
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llza Garland • Univ. cf FIDrld-a, FL 
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Adam McLean ~ Emerson CoHege, MA 
Cara RewllnQS ~ Unlv. of Miami, FL 
Darrell Rushton r Frostburg Smte UnllalLf MD 
David S. Leang 
IJ tft,,bffllr, Ma,mnru ,t Ctuch 
P1tli D'Beck 
Cl 01 I.: l>Qflll! H! , o, t.!.Clal 
Aaron Anderson_, ,P11D. 






period & contemporary unarmed 
choreography and direc ing 
seminars Jn teac i g 
Cal or wrile: 
Da'ilid S. Leong, Chairm n 
804.828.151'1 • dsleeng@vcu.edu 
http:1/www,pub n fo.vc u, Eld u,lartweb/ ha atre/ 
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ohn Wilkes Booth was a dangerous actor, not only to his
fellow actors but also to himself. Kate Reignolds relates
her harrowing experiences playing Juliet and Desdemona
opposite Booth’s Romeo and Othello:
It is my earnest belief that if ever there was an irrespon-
sible person, it was this sad-faced, handsome boy.  He
was undisciplined on the stage and off…He told me he
generally slept smothered in steak and oysters to cure his
own bruises after Richard III, because he necessarily got
as good as he gave—in fact more, for though an excel-
lent swordsman, in his blind passion he constantly cut
himself.  How he threw me about!  Once even knocked
me down, picking me up again with a regret as quick as
his dramatic impulse had been vehement.  In Othello,
when with fiery remorse, he rushed to the bed of
Desdemona after the murder, I used to gather myself
together and hold my breath, lest the bang that his scim-
itar gave when he threw himself at me should force me
back to life with a shriek…In the last scene of Romeo
and Juliet, one night, I vividly recall how the buttons on
his cuff caught my hair, and in trying to tear them out he
trod on my dress and rent it so as to make it utterly use-
less afterward;  and in his last struggle literally shook me
out of my shoes!  The curtain fell on Romeo with a
sprained thumb, a good deal of hair on his sleeve, Juliet
in rags, and two white satin shoes lying in the corner of
the stage!  He was ever spoiled and petted, and left to his
unrestrained will.  The stage door was always blocked by
silly women waiting to catch a glimpse, as he passed, of
his superb face and figure…He succeeded in gaining
position by flashes of genius, and the necessity of ordi-
nary study had not been borne in upon him.  No life
could have been worse for such a character than that of
an actor…( Samples 90-91).
Booth’s career began in Baltimore in 1855.  At the age of sixteen
he played Richmond in Richard III, the title role of which would
later make him famous.  At this time he was already an expert
fencer, marksman and equestrian.  His eldest brother, Junius Jr.,
had taught him to fence.i
Booth was often compared to his wild and passionate father,
Junius Brutus Booth, who died when Booth was thirteen.  Booth
never saw his father act. 
Booth gained acting experience as the “third walking gentleman”
(supporting player) for one season in Philadelphia and two sea-
sons in Richmond.  By 1861 he was a leading man touring the
country from Boston to New Orleans and as far west as St. Louis.
He played many violent roles:  Paris, Romeo, Richmond, Richard,
Othello, Hamlet, Macbeth, Cassius, Petruchio, Aramis and
Pescara in The Apostate.  His body was covered with scars from
wounds received both onstage and off.
Back on October 12, 1860, in Columbus, Georgia, Booth was shot
in the thigh by a pistol held by manager Matt Canning.  Booth and
an associate were rehearsing lines in Canning’s hotel room when
Canning entered and lay down to take a nap; Booth, who was fond
of practical jokes, slid Canning’s pistol from Canning’s pocket
and fired at a mark on the wall.  Booth, usually a crack shot,
missed his mark and wanted another opportunity.  Booth and the
startled Canning struggled with the gun.  Booth noticed a spot of
rust on the gun and gave it to Canning to hold while he scraped
off the rust with a pocketknife.  The gun went off and the bullet
struck Booth in the thigh narrowly missing his femoral artery.
That evening Booth missed his first opportunity to play Hamlet
and was forced to recuperate in his hotel room missing most of the
Columbus engagement.  However, he did manage to give Mark
Antony’s funeral speech from Julius Caesar on October 20.
In 1863 in Washington, DC, Booth had a tumor removed from his
neck without anesthesia and ignoring the doctor’s orders, he
returned to the stage immediately.  At a performance that week his
leading lady, Charlotte Cushman, embraced him so fervently that
she ripped his stitches open.  Booth told Canning that the bullet,
which entered his thigh back in 1860, had traveled through his
body to his neck and had to be removed.  He may also have been
responsible for starting the rumor that he had been shot in the neck
by a jealous actress in Montgomery, Alabama.  It was this scar on
his neck which was critical in identifying his corpse when he was
shot in the neck and paralyzed from the neck down in a tobacco
barn in the early hours of April 26, 1865. 
On February 12, 1861 in Albany, New York, Booth played Pescara
in The Apostate.  This had been one of his father’s most success-
ful roles.  After inflicting a minor cut on his co-star’s forehead
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driving the point two or three inches into the muscle near his right
armpit.  The two injured actors managed to complete the perform-
ance. When he returned to The Apostate later that week, his right
arm was strapped to his torso and he fought left-handed.  One
Albany critic said Booth:
throws his whole soul into his sword, giving the contest
a degree of earnestness never approached, even by his
father…(Kauffman 113).
Only a few months after the incident in The Apostate, Booth was
attacked with a knife by his irate lover and leading lady, Henrietta
Irving, in a hotel in Albany on April 26.  During a drinking party
she accused him of gaining her sexual favors under false pretens-
es.  When she tried to stab Booth in the heart, he deflected the
thrust upwards and was slashed across the face.  She fled to her
room and unsuccessfully attempted suicide.  No legal action was
taken.  Booth gave his last performance in Albany the next day
before going to Baltimore to recuperate for five months.
Booth’s most popular role was Richard III which he typically
played at the beginning and end of each engagement with a differ-
ent play every night in between.  The duel between Richmond and
Richard was the highlight of this production.  The critics raved:
Detroit:  
The sword combat in the last act…was decidedly the
best and most thrilling scene that has ever been produced
on the stage of the Metropolitan (Samples 64).
Louisville:
We have never seen the last act of Richard III played
with more power, spirit, and originality (Samples 65).
St. Louis:
The fight between Richard and Richmond in the last
scene is most terrific:  indeed, we have never seen it
equaled on the stage (Samples 67).
New York:
Booth’s face blackened and smeared with blood, he
seemed Richard himself; and his combat with Richmond
was a masterpiece (Samples 82).
Booth’s performance in the last act “culminates in a
whirlwind, a tornado of rapid execution, hurrying the
spectator along, with restless power, to a climax
unequaled in thrilling effect by any Richard that I have
seen, not excepting the father himself (Samples 83).ii
Philadelphia:
The fight between Richard and Richmond was never
given with such energy (Samples 103).
New Orleans:
On the ensanguined field of Bosworth, he was absolute-
ly horrifying (Samples 145).
The effectiveness of this fight came with a price.  Booth and the
various actors who played Richmond, were frequently injured.
During an engagement in Rochester, New York in January, 1861,
Booth’s sword broke and the actor playing Richmond was cut just
above the eye.  In 1862 in a performance in New York City, the
actor playing Richmond either broke his arm or dislocated his
shoulder when he fell or was knocked off the stage during the
fight scene. 
Booth always encouraged the actors playing Richmond to fight
hard and fast.  Actress Clara Morris remembers Booth telling J.C.
McCollom: 
Come on hard!  Come on Hot! Hot, old fellow!
Harder—faster!  I’ll take the chance of a blow—if only
we can make a hot fight of it! (Samples 132).
The fight did not turn out well.  On November 28, 1862, in
Cleveland McCollom, using both hands cut Booth across the fore-
head and eyebrow. Clara Morris was standing in the wings.
For one moment his face was masked in blood, one eye-
brow was cleanly cut through—there came simultane-
ously one deep groan from Richard and the exclamation:
‘Oh, good God!  Good God!’ from Richmond who stood
shaking like a leaf and staring at his work.  Then Booth,
flinging the blood from his eyes with his left hand, said
genially as man could speak:  ‘That’s all right, old man!
Never mind me—only come on hard, for God’s sake, and
save the fight’ which was resumed at once, and though he
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was perceptibly weakened, it required the
sharp order of Mr. Ellsler (Booth’s manag-
er), to ring the first curtain bell, to force him
to bring the fight to a close, a single blow
shorter than usual…There was a running to
and fro, with ice and vinegar paper and raw
steak and raw oysters.  When the doctor had
placed a few stitches where they were most
required, Booth laughingly declared there
was provisions enough in the room to start a
restaurant.  Mr. McCollom came to try and
apologize but Booth would have none of it;
he held out his hand crying:  “Why, old fel-
low, you look as if you had lost the blood.
Don’t worry—now if my eye had gone, that
would have been bad! (Samples 132-33).
Another player gave this description to a reporter:
The wings were thronged to see the
broadsword encounter, by carpenters and supers, hot for
a real fight.  The two began with single-handed exercise
and McCollom scratched Booth’s cheek.  He whispered
to Booth to pause and end it there.  Booth objected and,
in the stage phrase, “led up with two hands.”  The man-
ager and ladies now hurried to the entrances to see a
combat of real blood.  Booth rushed forward with both
hands grasping his weapon, and there was a short series
of clashings and sparks, when down came Richmond’s
temperate and accurate sword, severing Booth’s eyebrow
and clipping the cheek.  “My God! I’ve killed you!”  said
McCollom in an undertone.  Booth staggered, bleeding
and stunned and sought the support of the tree bough
that, in the tradition of his father, he always nailed to the
wing in Richard, and there with sparkling eyes and white
glistening teeth, and bloodstained countenance, he
sought to renew the fight.  The manager ordered the cur-
tain to be rung down.  Booth was led, faint and blind to
his dressing-kennel.  “That’s all right, old fellow,” he
said to McCollom’s apologies, “that was splendid”
(Samples 133).
The man who ordered the curtain down was John Ellsler, Booth’s
manager.  He recalls Booth’s excellence as Richard:
Indeed, to my mind, he was the only Richard, after his
father.  His fifth act was terribly real, while his fight with
Richmond was a task that many a good swordsman
dreaded.  John Wilkes as Richard never knew when he
was conquered, consequently he was never ready to die,
until it was evident to him that his death was necessary
to preserve Richmond’s life according to the story and
the text of the tragedy.  In many instances he wore poor
Richmond out, and on one occasion Richmond was com-
pelled to whisper, “For God’s sake, John, die! Die!  If
you don’t I shall ( Samples 81).
During a Washington engagement of Richard III, Booth hurled a
wooden wedge at a prompter who had failed to give a signal for a
trumpet fanfare.  Frustrated by the silence
Booth stepped behind some supers, picked up
the scenery wedge, about six inches long and
three inches thick, and sent it crashing against
the offstage wall.  It missed the prompter’s head
by an inch.  When the trumpets sounded, Booth
continued the performance.
Booth’s second to last accident onstage was
described by Ford Theatre callboy, W. J.
Ferguson:
Particularly was I impressed by the sincer-
ity of his acting.  Playing Romeo he so
gave himself up to emotion in the cell of
Friar Lawrence, that when he threw him-
self down on the line, “taking the measure
of an unmade grave,” he wounded himself
on the point of the dagger he wore sus-
pended from his girdle.  It was the very
spot on the stage where he was to fall again, in the course
of a tragedy of tragedies…(Samples 127).
On Good Friday, April 14, 1865, Booth had his last accident
onstage.  After shooting President Lincoln in the head and severe-
ly cutting Major Rathbone’s arm above the elbow, Booth leapt
twelve feet from the presidential box onto the stage below.  Booth
had thrilled many audiences with a twelve foot leap in Act Four of
Macbeth but on this night his spur caught on a flag draped on the
box causing him to land badly.  He broke a bone in his left leg
three inches above the ankle.  Ending his last performance with
“Sic semper tyrannis!” Booth fled through the stage door into the
Washington night and infamy.
He began his career in 1855 in Richard III killing one tyrant.  He
ended it ten years later in 1865 killing, what was in his opinion,
another.
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Endnotes
i Booth once engaged in an impromptu fencing match on the stage of
Ford’s Theatre where he simultaneously took on two opponents, quickly
disarming them and sending one of the swords into the box in which he
would later assassinate President Lincoln.
ii His father, Junius Brutus Booth, was noted for taking the fight between
Richard and Richmond in Richard III over the footlights, down the aisle,
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he encounters and dismissals portion of The Birds by
Aristophanes is a theatrical treasure chest of opportunity for
a fight director prepared to do the proper textual analysis.
By examining different translations of the same encounters, as well
as the meanings of references made in the text to aspects and char-
acters in ancient Athenian identity, it is possible to rediscover the
rich possibilities built into this play by applying the methodology of
directorial text analysis combined with knowledge of weaponry,
theatrical movement, and stagecraft.  By this token, scholars of such
texts have much to learn from fight directors and historians of
violence when violent interactions appear in the text.
When dealing with commonly translated texts, the fight director
would be well served by referring to more than one translation in
order both to get closer to the author’s intention and to mine the
material for choreographic possibilities.  Translation is an art rather
than a science, and in that art choices are sometimes made by the
translator that may obscure staging possibilities.  It is  unrealistic to
assume that every translator would be able to spot cues for
specificity of violence within a text and translate them to a general
audience.
This article will by way of example examine a single violent
encounter in Aristophanes’ The Birds as presented in three popular
translations, adding the knowledge of stage combat and weaponry
to the understanding of the text.
The scene is the one of a series wherein the protagonist, Pisthetairos,
encounters several disreputable characters seeking entry into
Cloudcuckooland, his newly founded homeland in the sky, and sends
them away in turn, usually by violent means.  The specific encounter
and dismissal in question is one involving a whip. The stage direc-
tions in the following three translations, and sometimes the transla-
tion itself, are at odds when one considers the use of whips.
In Dudley Fitts’ translation, the segment of the exchange under
examination is as follows:
PISTHETAIROS:  You mean you’ll have these men
indicted before they get a chance to appear?
INFORMER:  You said it.
PISTHETAIROS:  And while they’re on their way to
court you’ll swoop down on the Islands and grab
their goods?
INFORMER: You get the idea. I’m as busy as a top.
PISTHETAIROS:  (Takes a long whiplash from the
bench) Top?  Here’s something to make tops spin:
first-class goods from Korkyra.
INFORMER:  Put it Away!
PISTHETAIROS:  Call it a pair of wings.  By God, it’ll
send you into a nosedive! (lashes him)
INFORMER: Stop it! Police! Stop it! (Exit Informer) (230).
The same exchange appears this way in the William Arrowsmith
version:
PISTHETAIROS:  And while they’re coming here,
you’re going there to confiscate their property?
Right?
INFORMER:  You’ve got it.  I’ll whirr around like a top.
PISTHETAIROS:  Right.  I’ve got it:  you’re a top.  And
agues what I’ve got here for you:  a lovely little set
of Korkyrean wings.
He pulls out a whip
INFORMER:  Hey, that’s a whip!
PISTHETAIROS:  Not a whip, it’s wings to make your
little top go around.
He lashes Informer with the whip.
Got It?
INFORMER:  Ouch!  Owwooooo!
PISTHETAIROS:  Flap your wings, Birdie!  That’s it old
top, wobble on your way!  By god, I’ll make this
legal whirligig go round!
Exit Informer under the lash (410-411).
The third example is the most recent Paul Roche version:
INFORMER: […] I can pin a few subpoenas on people,
win a claim, and fly back home again.
PEISETARIUS:  I see, you want to get an alien on the
run, dish out a writ before he knows it, and finish him
off before he can appear.
INFORMER:  You’ve got it man!
PEISETARUS:  And while he’s sailing here you’re whip-
ping back over there to snaffle his property—the
bleeding lot.
INFORMER:  That’s the ticket:  like a whipping top.
PEISETARIUS: [feeling in his cloak] As a matter of fact,
I’ve got a top right here and – great Zeus be praised-
a pair of wings, a perfect fit, they’re from Korcyra.
[Pulling out a leather strap]
INFORMER:  But that’s a whip.
PEISETARIUS: [lashing out] No, just wings and I’m
going to use them now to make you whiz just like a
top.
INFORMER: [running]  What the hell!
PEISETARIUS: [shouting after him] Wing it away from
here, you shyster parasite, and get what serves you
well – jolly well right.
[Informer disappears and Peisetarius turns to his
Servants] (402-403).
LOST AND FOUND IN TRANSLATION(S):
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The basic action of each translation remains consistent of course,
but the details on the whipping differ, mostly in the area of stage
directions.  As the stage directions are written for the better
understanding of modern readers and performers, and, once more,
not written by specialists in weaponry or combat, they should be
examined more closely with an eye towards the realities of
violence in mind.
In each translation, Korkyra is referenced as the origin of the object
that Pisthetairos brandishes.  Korkyra was famous for the
production of whips, and two out of three Informer characters in
the translations refer to the object as such.  So the type of object
itself is not in question (though the Roche translation calls for a
strap in the stage directions despite the Informer mentioning a
whip on the same page).  The metaphor of a top is also brought into
play in each version.  First the Informer describes himself as such,
and then, in two out of three cases, Pisthetairos says he will spin
the Informer off as if he were a top.  However, each  translation
refers to Pisthetairos lashing at the Informer and implies that he
exits under beatings.  Rereading the dialogue with an
understanding of whips calls this into question.
Whips are among humanity’s oldest tools, and are extremely
versatile weapons. Along those lines, tops are extremely old toys.
A top spins by having a string wound around it and then pulling the
string, thus causing the top to be dragged by the friction of the
string into a circular movement pattern by the centrifugal force
created.  One of the basic moves that a whip is capable of in trained
hands is to wrap itself up around a target.  Now, as the metaphor of
tops is consistent in each text, it becomes clear that Pisthetairos is
far more likely to be wrapping the whip around the Informer,
speaking to him while he is helplessly bound by the coils, and then
giving the whip a good pull, much like he was playing with the
aforementioned top.  Thus he would be dismissing the Informer by
sending him spinning offstage.  This variant, which is contrary to
the stage directions given in the translations,  is both far safer and
far more comically effective than the idea of having one actor
actually whip another on the stage.  It also must be remembered
that the audience would have already seen Pisthetairos chasing
and/or beating several other characters not much earlier in the play
(those encounters and dismissals could provide similar studies to
this one).  A series of similar beatings might be humorous, but
treating the audience to new variants of violent dismissal has far
greater comic potential.
Aristophanes was nothing if not a craftsman, he would have
understood the comic effect of one character holding another
inside the coils of a whip with the image of a top fresh in the minds
of the audience.  By that same token, he would have understood
that cracking a whip at an actor onstage is risky for the actor
receiving the beating, and therefore risky to the continuation of the
performance. We must understand that Aristophanes, like any
playwright, would never want to see his performance end
prematurely due to an actor injury.  
Modern readers and producers of these plays, as well as future
translators and adaptors, would do well to understand the clues in
the text that dictate physical action.  Most translations in popular
circulation are heavily footnoted and researched, readers are
treated to the lineage and source material of each obscure and
unfamiliar name.  In fact, Korkyra as the origin of the whip is given
in the footnotes of many translations, which one would venture is
the origin of the stage direction used by modern translators, and
possibly of the Informer’s line in some translations.  But, few
translators and editors are aware of the use and potentials of what
would have been a common tool at the time of the play’s origin.  As
the texts travel from page to stage, the producer would hopefully
hire a fight director who, though perhaps unfamiliar with classical
comedy, would be savvy enough with textual analysis and
proficient enough with whips to understand what may in fact be the
true meaning of the lines.  This knowledge would safeguard both
the safety of the performers and the comic potential of the moments
in which the action takes place.  Both things that unfortunately
appear to be lost in most translations.
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any of the old masters wrote books to preserve and
propagate their methods.  In fact this is how we know
how men did fight, or at any rate, were supposed to fight
in ancient times.  A few of the Masters may have written verses as
well as books but, if they did, their poetic works have not come
down to us, with one extraordinary exception.  About 1540 Nicole
Prunet wrote an epic poem of three hundred fifty verses which has
survived the centuries.  Prunet was a Fencing master with a school
in Paris and his poem gives us a vivid picture of his activities.
The weapons he taught were four in number.  There was the two-
handed or long sword, the buckler, the quarter-staff and the single
sword.  The techniques of these implements of destruction were
not described in the poem, but many of the moves associated with
them may be ascertained from some numerous drawings made in
1476 by Hans Talhoffer.
The long sword (double-hander) had a double-edged blade four
feet in length with a long handle, heavy pommel and straight
quillons.  One fact, little know nowadays, about this weapon is
that it was sharp only at the point.  Presumably this was to
facilitate grasping the blade with one’s left hand to embrace the
enemy and break his back, reversing it to swing the pommel at his
face, or to thrust it at his eye or chin, or, alternatively to catch him
round the neck or leg by using the quillon as a kind of shepherd’s
crook.  There was a large department of dirty tricks accompany-
ing long sword play, including every kind of kick or trip.  An
Italian gentleman, writing some ten years before Prunet, had
already urged his admirers to “practise wrestling which goeth
together with all combats on foot.”  The quarterstaff was a stout
ash staff of six to eight feet with iron at the tips.  With such a staff
a Devon man, while a prisoner in Spain, had fought and defeated
relays of Spanish rapier and dagger men.  One presumes that he
kept them at bay and out of distance by twirling his long-shod
weapon or prodded it at their faces.
The single sword was a type of weapon called braquemart, short
and heavy with a single-edged blade.  This would seem from the
drawings not to have been a short-sword of Roman or Greek
proportions, but a longer weapon—a shorter squatter version of
the ordinary broadsword.
When we come to the buckler we are in some difficulty.  The usual
meaning of the word in English is a small round shield held in the
fist and used in conjunction with a sword.  However, J.D.
Aylward, who rediscovered Prunet for us and described the details
in the poem some years ago, wrote that since Prunet did not
mention any offensive weapon in connection with the buckler,
Prunet’s buckler must have been a large oval shield shown in
Talhoffer’s drawings and which covered the whole body and
sharpened at the ends.  This description was sufficiently
intriguing to take the present writer to the British Museum to look
at Talhoffer’s pictures.
The long shield in question must be one of the most preposterous
and peculiar weapons ever devised by man.  The shield is an
enormous wooden contraption several feet taller than a man with
sloping ends that taper to a top and a bottom that are very sharp
indeed.  There is also a long three-sided wooden strip along the
front for two-thirds of the length, also presumably sharp.  The
shield is held by a long pole-like handle fitting inside and
extending to the pointed ends so the whole can be wielded like a
very cumbersome staff.  The weapon is really a combination of
shield, spear and quarterstaff, and resembles, at first glance, some
weird type of gigantic canoe or drunken double bass.  The nearest
comparison in our own times is an enlarged version of the African
shield used with a spear and on view in films like Zulu.  The
technique looks as if strokes were mainly confined to thrusting
with the pointed ends, but only after bashing the opposing shield
out of the way with a Herculean swipe.
Further on among Talhoffer’s drawings there are pictures of a
little shield, described as a bouclier in the nineteenth century
additional text.  This might seem a more likely candidate for
Prunet’s armoury.  It is a small version of the English buckler and
looks rather like an elaborately carved fig leaf.  The protection for
the hand grip protrudes from the center like the base of a pudding
basin and the edges are delicately leafed round it, two of them
having an almost oriental curve.  The whole resembled a dainty
metal hat and is so small as to become almost invisible in some of
the fight positions shown in the drawings.
However, the fact that Prunet in his poem mentions the buckler
among the weapons he teaches does indicate that the huge shield
with sharpened ends was what he meant.  He can hardly have
needed to devote much time to the tiny fist-shield which is purely
defensive and used only with a sword.  If confirmation is needed
one only needs to refer to the information the Society received in
1976 about the modern Klub Microscena in Czechoslovakia,
which exists to perform historical fights.  Among one of the
ancient and sometimes exotic weapons the club lists as using is a
“fighting shield.”  This must be the weapon Talhoffer drew and
Prunet taught.
The stock in Prunet’s armory was therefore indeed formidable.
The two-hander, the colossal buckler, the iron-tipped quarterstaff,
and the short heavy broadsword.  But none of these weapons was
used with a sharp point or sharp edges.  They were turned into
“foils.”  The idea of foils was already an old one.  For lessons and
practice, even the Ancients were not foolhardy enough to risk
maiming prospective swordsmen by using sharp weapons in
training.  Blunting point and edge was common practice.
Therefore, Prunet’s weapons were technically foils, however
ferocious their length and weight would make them to a modern
swordsman.  But the poem also tells us of “buttons of foils.”  In
fact, one of the many offences his pupils could commit was to
A POETIC FENCING MASTER
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“place the buttons of the foils on the floor or against the wall;” i.e.,
the students might surreptitiously remove the buttons so as to
make their attacks more telling (shades of Laertes in years to
come!).  Given the size of these weapons, the proportions of the
buttons must have been equally significant.  In attempting to
visualize Prunet’s Salle d’Armes, one must try to imagine racks of
blunt short-bladed broadswords complete with buttons, racks of
blunt long swords with even bigger buttons, quarter-staves with
the leaded tips padded with leather and, finally, the colossal
canoe-like bucklers, tips also padded, probably stacked against
the wall.
What protective clothing was worn to defend the students against
assaults with these massive weapons?  Fencing masks, let alone
jackets, were, of course, far in the future.  There are no extant
pictures of fencing bouts of this kind, though paintings do exist of
rapier and dagger men and fencers with other weapons at practice,
bareheaded and wearing what seems to be their ordinary clothes.
But Prunet’s verses refer to “equipment,” which must not be put
on the wrong way, and fines for fencing bareheaded.  The most
likely equipment would seem to be a breastplate, pads for the
elbows and some kind of fencing hat or helmet for the head, since
these were all targets in competition.
Pruent claims a “secret method of instruction that would insure a
pupil’s proficiency in thirty days.  The induction of a beginner into
Prunet’ school was elaborate.  Aiming to become a member of the
“fraternity,” the new student had to place five silver pieces on the
cross-guard of a sword, raise his right hand and make a solemn
oath to this effect:  He will not use the art of arms for any evil
purpose, he will not become a robber or ravish women, or attack
the Church or King.  He will help brethren in distress.  He will pay
Maitre Prunet what he owes him and will stand food and drink for
his comrades in the school.
Money played a vital part in Prunet’s proceedings, as we shall see,
and following the oath there was a brisk discussion about fees for
tuition, since the five pieces of silver the student had already
subscribed were apparently merely symbolic.  When this matter
had been settled to the Master’s satisfaction, the student was asked
a number of rather alarming questions.  Does he have the heart of
a lion, the claws of a griffin, the eye of a falcon, and the foot of a
greyhound?  Without them, it seems, it is useless to continue the
interview, let along embark on any lessons.  So presumably the
unfortunate novice claims to possess all these demanding
attributes.  After a lecture on hard work and punctuality from
Maitre Prunet, the student is promised that he will be able to
defend himself with a sword after a month.  Even this
achievement has its penalties, however, since he then has to pay
six more pieces of silver and ten pieces of copper and buy a
“noble pie” for the Master and the other students of the school.
When he is finally “passed in defence,” he has to pay all his
Master’s expenses as well as presenting him with a pair of gloves
lined with gold crowns.
Prunet was clearly a sharp customer and makes no bones about
telling us how other sums of money were extorted from the
students by a series of ingenious fines.  When reading the tariff
below remember that six deniers would be worth now about forty-
one pence (cents).
For entering the sale without removing your hat 6 deniers
For passing between the Master and the equipment 6 deniers
For taking equipment without permission 6 deniers
For putting on equipment the wrong way 6 deniers
For picking up a weapon without permission 6 deniers
For spitting on your hand before grasping your weapon 6 deniers
For fencing without putting aside your walking sword 6 deniers
(But this was just the beginning.  The fines began to escalate.)
For shouting during fencing 10 deniers
For failing to acknowledge a hit 10 deniers
For refusing to shake hands after a bout 10 deniers
For kicking the equipment 10 deniers
For fencing barefooted 10 deniers
(But, if bare feet were a transgression, a bare head was twice as
bad.)
For fencing bareheaded 20 deniers
(The worse, however, was to come.)
For swearing by the Virgin or the Saints
or speaking of the Devil 30 deniers
For picking a quarrel with a comrade,
stealing, making signs or playing the
fool while the Master or his assistants
were demonstrating 30 deniers
This elaborate tariff or financial penalties suggests the possibility
of a hilarious knock-about scene set in this ancient fencing club
with a Will Hay-like Prunet in charge.  Assorted students would
enter, some still in their hats, others passing between the Master
and his equipment, or picking up various swords, staves and
bucklers without his permission.  While the master is busy
knocking off hats, wrestling his weapons from students’ hands and
pushing aside those who were walking about between him and his
equipment, other students would pour noisily into the club, spit on
their hands before picking up weapons, put on breast-plates
upside down, fencing hats back to front and tie elbow pads on
their knees while swearing violently all the while.  After Prunet
had restored order, rescued his precious equipment, and collected
fines from all and sundry, a new commotion would break out as
fencing began.  Some students start fencing bareheaded, others
barefooted, a few still wearing their own swords, some shouting,
most refusing to acknowledge hits, and all refusing to shake hands
afterwards and one, staggering from repeated blows on the head
with a double-hander, kicking the equipment in delirium.  After
this outburst had been quelled by a second round of fines, the
beleaguered and    frantic master would naturally attempt to cool
things down with a quiet and neat demonstration of quarterstaff.
However, no sooner than he has begun, then several students
make derogatory and obscene signs behind his back, six start a
tug-of-war with one of the bucklers, three or four remove the
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buttons from their swords and start juggling with them two pick a
quarrel, and one picks a purse.  One imagines Prunet belaboring
everyone in sight with his staff, then with ill-concealed glee,
collecting a third lot of fines from his recalcitrant students and
sending them all packing for the day.
Competitions were also a lucrative source of income for Prunet.
A tennis court was hired for the occasion.  The event lasted for an
entire week and every competitor had to pay the Master daily on
arrival.  The bouts with the heavy weapons taught by Prunet must
have been vigorous affairs, even if the blades and staves were
neither sharp nor pointed and in spite of pads and buttons.  It is
true that the target for hits was restricted to the body between the
belt, on the elbows, and on the head, but a hit on the top of the
head was considered the best hit and a blow on the cranium with
any of the massive weapons in Prunet’s armory must have given
the recipient pause to ponder.  Somewhat unexpectedly, if a
competitor was disarmed, honor required that the bout should stop
until he recovered his weapon.  If there was a double hit, the hit
against the attacker counted—the opposite of modern fencing
rules.  Prizes included a bouquet or a pair of gloves, plus a hat for
the man who landed the neatest blow on his opponent’s head.
Prunet’s competitions began with an address given by himself in
which all those present were warned that if they blasphemed the
saints or gave any trouble, they would go immediately to prison
until they paid a gold crown to be released.  Whether the “prison”
referred to was a public gaol, or some private cell adjoining the
hired tennis court, so that the desirable gold coin could find its
way into the Master’s pocket, is not clear.
Taken together, the epic poem of Maitre Nicole Prunet presents a
portrait of a tough religious authoritarian with a mania for money.
It is also, however, a valuable glimpse into a world that was soon
to vanish forever.  By 1540, when Prunet was writing his cantos,
Marozzo’s book, which included the revolutionary rapier and
dagger method, had already been published for four years.
Agrippa and the rest of the Italian masters of the twin points were
to appear within a generation or so.  Time was running out for
Prunet, his antique armory, his rules and ferocious financial
demands.  He is the only one of the really ancient masters who has
left us his memorial.

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Swashbuckling
A Step-by-Step Guide to the Art of 
Stage Combat & Theatrical Swordplay
Swaggering swordsmen leap beyond the page in Swashbuckling,
in words and over 400 pictures that guide the beginning swords-
man through warm-up exercises–including stretching,
Chairman Mao’s in their entirety, and many more–to actual
stage combat: footwork, body movement, fighting styles, hand-
to-hand and broadsword combat.  The invaluable appendices
contain a glossary of terms, bibliography, further reading,
instructional & educational videos, lists of stage combat train-
ing providers, and of weapons, prop, and cos-
tume suppliers.
Swashbuckling is written with wit and patience
by SAFD Fight Director/Certified Teacher,
Richard Lane, and although he is the first to
admit that a book is no substitute for instruc-
tion, “a book like this can go a long way toward
preparing you for such instruc-
tion, then help you remember
and perfect the techniques
you’ve learned, even if they dif-
fer slightly from those present-
ed here.”  With those honest
words and many more, Richard
Lane has created the most
comprehensive manual of its
kind available today. 
"[This book] is more than
a manual...A necessity! Richard Lane's 
concepts are vital...I raise my sword on high 
and salute you, Richard...Well Done!"
–Oscar F. Kolombatovich, Fencing Master Emeritus
It takes more skill than daring to appear a
genuine swordsman on the stage or screen...
by Richard Lane
Executive Director
Academy of the Sword
329 Pages
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THE GOLDEN YEARS OF HOLLYWOOD
by Jeff Palmer
t is a great pity that no one has written in depth about
swordplay—Hollywood style—yet what an influence it
has had on us all!  I would guess that three quarters of the
appeal for Fairbanks Sr. and Errol Flynn in their cinematic epics,
still luckily on view on television and at the National Film
Theatre, is their exciting dueling.  Anyone who seriously studies
the fights in those films must be conscious of the difference
between the style and conventions of those days and that of the
film fights of today.
The first thing to remember is that Hollywood swordplay did not
just arrive on the scene.  It evolved between the early twenties
when the first fight-arranger was hired by Fairbanks, and the early
sixties when film producers stopped making the kind of film that
required this type of romantic dueling.  Before fight-arrangers
came to Hollywood, sword fights consisted purely of “knife-
sharpening”— the clashing of blades usually high in the air
without any attack on the seconde.  This kind of swordplay
continued even after the arrival of a fight-arranger, and one can
only assume that Fairbanks, the first star to hire an expert, ignored
professional advice for many sequences and stuck to what he
already knew, and what was much easier to perform.  A good
example of this is the climactic duel in The Mark of Zorro (1921)
in which the great fight consisted entirely of high clashes with
alternate advances and retreats by both duelists, plus the odd
thrust at the body and the occasional fall over a chair.  
This kind of blade-clashing fight was not taught by fencing
masters, but passed on from father to son, or actor to actor, in
theatres of that period.  As with so many other theatrical
techniques, it was transferred wholesale into the early films.
Knife-sharpening looked better on the screen than in the theatre
because it could appear to be done very much faster than any actor
could do it on the stage.  Seen today these fights look, even to the
unsophisticated, slightly silly.  But the films in which they were
featured were often silly or, at any rate, naïve.  It is important to
remember that, with rare exceptions, film fights reflect both the
period in which the film containing them was made, and the
quality of the film itself.  Few silent films could approach the
technical elegance of the “talkies,” and those that did were not
usually of the kind that featured swordplay.
The first fight-arranger to work in Hollywood was a Belgian
fencing master, Henry J. Uyttenhove, who had already been
teaching fencing for some years at the Los Angeles Athletic Club.
The curious thing about Uyttenhove was how small an effect he
had on the swordplay in some of the films he worked on.  In The
Mark of Zorro (as mentioned above) his influence was negligible.
And Fairbanks’ Robin Hood consisted entirely of “knife-
sharpening” except for one quite effective quarterstaff sequence.
In Three Musketeers, however, Fairbanks and others were seen to
be actually fencing, and quite efficiently, too.
The trouble with viewing these early fights today is the
tremendous speed at which they seem to be fought.  Whether this
is the result of projecting silent films through modern projectors
at the wrong speed, or of the original camera-man hand-cranking
his camera faster, either in unconscious excitement or to give the
illusion of added vitality to the combat, it is not within my
technical competence to suggest.  But certainly all silent film
fights suffer from a kind of delirium tremens of the sword that
make them not only hard to take seriously but also difficult to
analyze.
Whether Fairbanks was dissatisfied with Uyttenhove, or
Uyttenhove with film work, we do not know.  But in 1923 he was
replaced by another Belgian—Fred Cavens—whose career spans
a good deal of the golden years of Hollywood, and to whom the
credit for establishing the tradition of Hollywood swordplay must
undoubtedly be given.  His work ranged from The Black Pirate
(Fairbanks silent), The Iron Mask (Fairbanks silent with added
sound) through most of Flynn’s epics including Captain Blood,
Robin Hood, The Sea Hawk and The Adventures of Don Juan.  He
also worked on Cyrano de Bergerac, The Corsican Brothers,
Romero and Juliet (1936), The Mark of Zorro (Tyrone Power) and
Sons of the Musketeers.  Cavens never received a screen credit for
any of his film fights.  However, since he was the founding father
of a whole tradition of screen dueling, and a magnificent exponent
of his own theories, it is only common, if belated, justice to
analyze his work in some detail.
Cavens was made for film work and film work for the kind of
fight he eventually evolved. It was a slow evolution if one studies
his early fights compared to the later ones.  Since direction,
editing and film techniques play so large a part in assembling a
good fight sequence, it is no surprise that his best fights were in
good films (with one exception to be mentioned later) and his less
good duels in less good, or early and comparatively crude, film
vehicles.
It seems fairly clear that any kind of period authenticity was
foreign to him.  When he had to use period weapons, such as
quarterstaff or rapier and dagger, he invented and invented well,
but his work with broadsword and cup-hilt rapier was many light
years removed from the actual uses of such weapons, and firmly
rooted in the fencing techniques of his own time.
The footwork is modern fencing footwork, the advance, retreat,
lunge, and recover, even the balestra.  It was not the pass or
sideways traverse with the blades out of engagement of the
ancients.  The bladework itself was of Cavens’ own time—Italian
foil and Italian sabre.  The blades are usually engaged.  As a
I
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concession to period style, the left hand is not up behind the left
shoulder, but Cavens never used it for a parry.  In The Sea Hawk
the left hands are on the hips in the big fight, a position unheard
of in rapier but always used in Italian sabre.  The cuts are cheek,
chest, flank and head as in sabre, rarely below the waist, all with
the turn of the wrist in preparation, which was called the
molinello—characteristic of sabre at that time.   In Robin Hood
there are lightning feints, impossible with a real broadsword, and
the rapier style included counterparries and doubles, never, or
rarely used, at the time.  The combatants move up and down and
not sideways as they would have done. 
Cavens invented a number of spectacular moves that have now
become clichés, but which were dazzling in their time.  One was
the clinch (or corps-a-corps) in which the duelists come to close
quarters, their blades locked, the fight apparently coming to a stop
while the protagonists hiss dialogue such as ”You have come to
Nottingham once too often” across locked blades.  No one used
his foot for a swift kick to the crotch, or dashed the pommel or
elbow into their opponent’s body as they would do in a modern
fight.  But occasionally the villain might stealthily snatch a
dagger from his belt to give himself additional and “unfair
advantage.”  It is essential when watching this type of fight to be
conscious of the romantic convention within the context of the
romantic films in which Cavens was working.
Another Cavens invention was the ingenious solution to the three-
against-one combat.  Instead of circling the hero to attack from all
sides, as would be natural, the villains bunch together and lunge
simultaneously for the stomach, their three points all
conveniently deflected by one parry of seconde.  When the hero
drives them back they move back on bloc, with the identical
modern footwork, all three retreating with impeccable
synchronization, alternately parrying the cuts and thrusts made at
them.
Other good moves included the parry of one opposing blade and
the foot in the stomach of another advancing adversary.  But
perhaps the moves he will be best remembered for were those he
devised for Errol Flynn.  One was the triple molinello and cut to
the head, and the other was the cut cheek, chest and thrust, which
almost became Flynn’s fighting trademark.
Flynn had a good athletic body and Cavens gave him a very wide
en guard stance, which made him look even better.  When
fighting on the stairs (another Cavens specialty) Flynn was given
a particularly heroic appearance by spanning several steps with
his long legs during a static sequence.
One of the advantages of screen over stage fighting is the use of
doubles for the principals during sequences in long shots.  Cavens
himself doubled in some scenes, so did his son Albert.  Fairbanks
usually refused to be doubled even for spectacular stunts, and
Flynn did nearly all his own fighting in his early days.  But, as
time went by, for actual stunts such as falls, doubles became
essential, since one dared not risk injury to the star which could
hold up filming for weeks and cost thousands of dollars.  The use
of specifically “fencing doubles” could well have been another of
Cavens’ inspirations.  Cornel Wilde gives as one of his reasons for
not being doubled in fencing scenes that none of the fencing
doubles available was the same build as himself.  Fencing
footwork particularly, as well as neat bladework is very much a
specialty and takes years to learn, especially for the
comparatively modern fencing techniques used by Cavens.  So
ex-fencing champions began to congregate in Hollywood as
doubles.  Ralph Faulkner, later a fight-arranger himself, started as
a double, most notably for Henry Daniell, the lethal, but
apparently unathletic, villain in The Sea Hawk.
Cavens worked with good directors and in well-made and
expensive pictures and he developed his style over the years with
the coming of sound and color and advancing film techniques.
But one of these techniques has become a positive drawback to
those who view his work in our own day.  This is called
under-cranking, and means, as I understand it, running the camera
slowly while filming and speeding up the film in the projector so
that the swordplay seems very much faster than it was when
filmed.  The advantages of this device are obvious, but its effects
vary enormously; presumably according to the degree of skill
used, and the degree of speeding up employed.  If welldone the
speed-up is almost unnoticeable, but if done badly or overdone it
can ruin a fight.  The Sea Hawk final duel has been accelerated so
much that the result is slightly ludicrous, (a disappointing fight in
an otherwise very good film).  In Robin Hood, on the other hand,
the under-cranked fights are still splendidly effective.
Fred Cavens is the unsung hero of Hollywood swordplay, but
before leaving him, it is worth commenting on some of the actors
he coached.  In the cinematic terms, Fairbanks could fence well,
if he could be restrained from knife-sharpening.  Flynn could also
fence well—he did exactly as he was told and knew only, so he
claimed, “How to make it look good.”  Basil Rathbone, the
perennial villain, whom many still consider the finest swordsman
of his time in Hollywood, was, unlike the others, sufficiently
interested in swordplay to take private lessons—one a day, so
rumor has it.  According to Cavens himself, Rathbone was “better
than the best fencer in the world” for film purposes.  But, says
Cavens, neither he nor Flynn, nor Fairbanks would have made a
competition fencer.
Cavens died in 1962.  Meanwhile, other fight-arrangers had
appeared on the scene.  Ralph Faulkner, a German by birth, had
been an American Olympic sabre and epee champion and began,
as we have seen, as a fencing double.  His work as an arranger
included the Ronald Colman Prisoner of Zenda, Anthony Adverse,
The Bandit of Sherwood Forest, and The Court Jester.  His Zenda
fight, viewed nowadays, is a disappointing feature of an otherwise
very good film   Colman was not an athletic actor, and there is a
good deal of swordplay in shadows, which was another trademark
of fights of that era.  It is said that both Colman and Fairbanks Jr.
were doubled extensively, and certainly some of the stunt falls
required of the actors must, of necessity, have been doubled.
Faulkner’s Court Jester fight, on the other hand, still looks very
good.  It was certainly ingeniously scripted in the story.  Danny
Kaye was a beautiful mover—the first requirement of a theatrical
duelist, and his opponent was the incomparable Rathbone.
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Faulkner, incidentally, is still alive and well and teaching
competitive fencing in California. [Edditor’s Note:  Faulkner, who
was born on July 20, 1891 in San Antonio, Texas, died January 28,
1987 in Burbank, California.]
The last of the great Hollywood fight-arrangers was Jean
Heremans, yet another Belgian, who had succeeded Uyttenhove at
the Los Angeles Athletic Club.  Stylistically he seems to have
followed Cavens, with, perhaps, some refinement of technique.
He certainly bettered the previous Zenda fight in the Stewart
Granger version, as well as working on King’s Thief, Prince
Valiant and El Cid.  But his most notable achievements were two
epic duels—the first D’Artagnan/Jussac encounter in Gene
Kelly’s Three Musketeers and the Mel Ferrer/Stewart Granger
duel in Scaramouche. Heremans’ Musketeer fight (one of the
many in the film) lasted a full five minutes, at that time a record.
All the actors who had to fence in the film were given a month’s
basic training in a gymnasium before starting on their routines.
Gene Kelly fought his opponent up steps, across flower beds,
through trees, in a magnificent garden, with an acrobatic splendor
and choreographic invention unseen for years, if ever before.  This
duel was notable in ending with the lowering of Jussac’s
breeches by D’Artagnan instead of the usual wounding or death.
This ultimate humiliation gave added drama to their return match
on the cliff tops later in the picture.
Scaramouche is considered by many, not all of them admirers of
Hollywood swordplay, to be the best fencing film ever made.  The
story concerns a villainous nobleman who challenges members of
the Parliamentary opposition, one by one, to a duel, which he
invariably wins.  There is a very well-choreographed fight
between the villain and an opponent who can hardly fence at all,
ending in the latter’s inevitable demise.  The hero, determined to
avenge this political mayhem, sneaks into the villain’s chateau for
secret nightly fencing lessons from the villain’s fencing master.
The sequences showing the hero’s gradual development from a
clumsy beginner into a swordsman is admirably invented,
combining the gradual acquiring of skill in real fencing techniques
such as the reprise (repeated lunge) with ingenious swashbuckling
moves with swords and candle.
The lessons are, however, interrupted before the course is
complete by the master of the chateau himself, who takes sword
in hand and speaks one of the classic lines of all films of this
genre:  “Now for your last fencing lesson.”  The fight that follows
is unique in that the villain names some of the moves as he makes
them such as Double! Un, deux, trios!”  The only weapon used in
the film is the smallsword.  Heremans magnificently manages to
confine virtually all his routines, apart from the odd slash and
some spectacular exaggerations of the coupe, to the techniques of
the purely thrusting weapon.  How many other fight-arrangers
would have cheated and used cuts as well?
The first hero/villain encounter ends in a draw, and the script, by
a master stroke, has the hero going to the fencing master’s own
fencing master to finish his training.  This old master is so ancient
and distinguished that he merely leans on his stick and barks out
commands, never apparently needing or deigning to handle a
weapon himself to instruct his sweating pupil.  The final duel,
fought in a theatre, from box to circle rail, to foyer to stage, lasts
six-and-a-half miraculous minutes—a record even today, and
entirely without music.  Except for the odd fall and jump, it would
seem to have been shot without doubles—Mel Ferrer and Stewart
Granger doing all their own work.  If one wishes to see the
apotheosis of the golden years of Hollywood swordplay, there is
not a better example than this master work of the last of the great
master—Jean Heremans.
The world has changed, and films with it, since the “Golden
Years.”  The four great masters—Uyttenhove, Cavens, Faulkner
and Heremans—three Belgians and a German/American went
uncredited through all the flashing bladework of the spectacular
epics they helped to create.  No doubt there were other
fight-arrangers too, whose names we shall never know, as well as
the skillful fencing doubles who did so much to make the heroic
reputations belonging to the principals. Few knew or cared, in
those days, that the film editor often cut from a close-up of the
hero and villain snarling at each other in a clinch, or from one of
the principals warding off an attack delivered by an unseen hand
out of camera shot, to a long shot of two doubles of the same build
as the stars and in identical costumes battling it out across the
polished floors in some expertly designed routine.
Nowadays realism is the thing, and when the old clinches and
conventions are invoked, they are invariably “sent up.”  These
moves can also be seen, usually poorly performed, in some stage
shows, choreographed by people who have barely glimpsed, and
certainly never seriously studied, the brilliant original.  Every
modern fight-arranger has his own theories and his own style.
Many are rooted in today’s fencing which has changed a good
deal since Hollywood days.  The Fight Masters of those days were
inevitably men of their own time, and their time has long since
slipped by.  Everything changes and no doubt it is all for the best.
And yet….And yet….I, for one, will always come to Nottingham
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elissa Kerber began her class at the Fights of Spring
workshop by explaining: “This work is a gift.  As actors,
it places us somewhere we don’t normally go.”  Though
by “this work,” Kerber was referring to the trapezes that her ten
students would soon mount, much the same could be said of the
entire Fights of Spring workshop.  With its emphasis on various
forms of movement and actor training and their applications to
fight choreography, the design of the workshop transported its
participants to places that stage combat workshops seldom go.
The Fights of Spring took place on March 18 and 19, 2006 at the
University of Washington in Seattle.  It included diverse classes
such as Bartenieff Principles, Laban Movement, Feldenkrais, and
Morris Dance, as well as more traditional combat fare such as
quarterstaff, advanced smallsword, and rapier and cloak.
Organized by Macha Monkey Productions, a Seattle-based non-
profit arts group, the Fights of Spring introduced a host of move-
ment and actor training forms, all of which served to (re)empha-
size the centrality of acting to the discipline of stage combat.
Though there were over thirty students at the workshop, everyone
joined together for the first session on Saturday, a class that set the
tone for the entire workshop.  University of Washington professor
Robyn Hunt began a ninety-minute session on Suzuki technique by
briefly introducing her own studies with Tadashi Suzuki, a
Japanese director, producer, and theorist whose work emphasizes
rigorous actor training.  Hunt explained that her aims for the open-
ing session were for participants to improve centering, to find ease
in the neck, and to gain a greater connection to the floor, all things
she considered important to any actor, and essential to stage com-
bat practitioners.  Partners guided each other about the room in one
exercise, finding ways to efficiently locate their centers of gravity.
Students explored balance, stability, and focus during two other
exercises that involved slow movements across the floor to music.
Hunt provided directions throughout, all of which were appropri-
ate for both the Suzuki activities and the rest of the workshop:
“Find comfort in those around you, those sharing space with you.”  
The Suzuki class was an excellent way to begin the weekend,
allowing all of the participants to have a shared experience to
build upon.  One of the key themes of the workshop, following
Hunt’s class, was the importance of a greater awareness of others
while on stage, as well as a sense of the interconnectedness of the
many strategies and techniques available to actors.  Some of the
other instructors at the workshop observed or participated in the
Suzuki class, and then alluded back to it as they taught their own
classes.  Geoff Alm, for example, encouraged students in his
“Rapier and Buckler” class to continue investigating the themes
that Hunt touched on, such as executing movements with full
extension and energy, and finding ways to remain grounded, even
in the middle of a staged fight.   
Following the first class there were
three different options for each
class session.  Though all sessions
offered some sort of beginning or
intermediate stage combat training,
it was entirely possible to go
through most of the weekend with-
out ever picking up a weapon.
Some classes exclusively
addressed the moments leading up
to the fight.  Much of Colleen
Kelly’s “Shakespeare versus
Sword” class focused on deciding
how and when blades are actually drawn at the beginning of a
fight.  Students spent more time with pencils and scripts of Romeo
and Juliet in hand than swords.  Similarly, the first seventy-five
minutes of Tiza Garland’s class on “Grotowski Image Work”
involved headstands, impulse-work, and experiments with ges-
tures, postures, and shapes.  Only in the last fifteen minutes of
class were swords used, and then it was only to experiment with
and enliven the en garde moment before a fight begins.      
The idea that stage combat is all about acting is in no way original
or unique to this workshop.  Still, the Fights of Spring seemed
markedly different from many other workshops, both in the diver-
sity of classes that were offered and in the ways they were taught.
The instructors spent far less time teaching technique (even in the
more traditional types of stage combat classes) and more time ana-
lyzing ways to act the fight, or even ways for actors to work togeth-
er onstage in non-fight moments.  With less of an imperative to
teach technique, many of the instructors opened up about their own
pedagogies, explaining how and why they teach things, and how
THE FIGHTS OF SPRING
by Zachary A. Dorsey
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stage combat fits
into their own theo-
ries of movement
and acting.  Because
some of the classes
were new or experi-
mental, they often
seemed like collabo-
rations.  The instruc-
tors expressed
delight in finding
new ways to com-
municate their ideas,
often following
something a student or fellow teacher had said or done.  
The workshop also provided a space for mentorship.  At one point
in the middle of her “Scrappy Fighting” class, K. Jenny Jones
interrupted her own teaching and spoke bluntly about careers in
acting and stage combat.  She described the toll that decades of
stage combat have taken on her own body, and detailed the assort-
ed surgeries that some of her colleagues had recently undergone.
Jones advised, “Take care of yourselves.  You’re all you’ve got.” 
The entire workshop had the
flavor of an intense actor-train-
ing program (or perhaps, the
introduction to one).  Most
instructors mentioned that the
styles of movement and train-
ing they presented required
years of training, with the sub-
text being that students should
go and seek out these opportu-
nities as soon as possible.  In
an interview following the
workshop, Tiza Garland noted: “This workshop reinforced the
idea that stage combat training is a means to achieve an end; it
helps train actors in specificity, discipline, repeatable action, rais-
ing stakes, committing to action, good partnering, and experienc-
ing scenes moment by moment.”  While certainly traditional mod-
els of (primarily) technique-based workshops will always be nec-
essary, Macha Monkey and their teaching team made a strong case
for additional paradigms.  According to Mark Guinn, “The purpose
of all workshops is the betterment of the actor.  Advanced actors
and teachers should always be searching for other perspectives.”  
Undoubtedly, the Fights
of Spring workshop
was stimulating for all
involved.  Even as its
participants were on
the brink of collapse
from fast and furious
double fence blade-
work (rapier and dag-
ger) with Mark Guinn,
or sweaty and bruised
from exuberant Morris
dancing with Colleen Kelly, the structure of the workshop left
many of its students hungering for more.  With just the briefest of
introductions to Tai Chi, Feldenkrais, Laban, or any of the other
movement styles or weapon disciplines, students (and instructors)
recognized the need to seek out further avenues to pursue these
techniques.  Ideally, the Fights of Spring will be offered again in
the spring of 2007, giving actor/combatants even more movement
vocabulary and skills for their repertoires.  Members of Macha
Monkey Productions closed the workshop by discussing their
goals of delivering innovative education opportunities, and featur-
ing women as performers and teachers of stage combat.  Both
goals, unquestionably, were met with this workshop.
Though difficult to describe, there was a definite energy throughout
the workshop, a sense of joyous recognition that an actor’s endless
hours of training all go beyond technique for technique’s sake – that
they are actually for a greater purpose.  Colleen Kelly concluded
that “the workshop allowed us to gather together first as artists, and
to remind ourselves that we are all seeking to be better storytellers.”
The workshop’s instructors repeatedly asserted that stage combat is
just a small part of a bigger picture, a means of ultimately convey-
ing a message.  In The Way of Acting, Tadashi Suzuki states: 
If I may express my opinion as a man of the theatre, I feel
that if members of a group truly wish to seek a means to
transmit their art—a group not out for money, nor with
some pronounced political view, but a troupe with a true
communal vision to express—they can, if they take up
the challenge in a conscious manner, clarify the difficul-
ties facing our society in general, the disparities between
the sexes and generations.  I would even submit that the-
atre people are especially qualified for the task (63).  
Workshops like the Fights of Spring are a place to begin rehears-
ing these conversations, these unique methods of investigating the
nature of violence alongside issues of gender, race, and sexuality.
In ways both subtle and emphatic, Macha Monkey Productions
demonstrated that workshops can be about exploring ideas in tan-
dem with exploring techniques.    
Sources:
Suzuki, Tadashi.  The Way of Acting: The Theatre Writings of Tadashi
Suzuki.  trans. J. Thomas Rimer. Theatre Communications Group:
New York, 1986.

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he ability to move the body is not possible without stabil-
ity.  Increases in mental and emotional energy must be
stabilized if the content of our thoughts and feelings are
to receive free expression in the body and voice. In integrated
expression, stabilization always precedes mobilization.    Stability
is defined as the state or quality of being stable.  It is also defined
as the capacity to return to equilibrium or balance after having
been displaced.  Stability requires a complex organization of mus-
cular control that transcends simplistic labels such as tense or
relaxed.  A stable body is neither tense nor relaxed, but reflects a
sophisticated degree of control that facilitates freedom and mobil-
ity.  An over tense body lacks freedom and spontaneity; an over
relaxed body lacks steadiness and dependability.  Finding the cor-
rect balance is an artful kinesthetic dance.
When upright, the legs and feet are responsible for stabilizing and
mobilizing the entire body.  Essential to stability and mobility is
proper leg alignment.  Developing stability is largely the business
of learning to stand solidly on your own two legs and feet.  To the
detriment of support, contemporary living has left us more seden-
tary than at any other time in history.  Unlike our ancestors, we
spend little time standing on our two legs and feet.  We increas-
ingly depend on counter-tops, furniture, and handrails for stabili-
ty.  All of this leaning, slouching, resting, and reclining has lead to
atrophy in the muscles of the legs and feet which stabilize the
body.  Paved roads and sidewalks allow for smooth and easy
walking.  Before such level terrain, the possibility of an unexpect-
ed fall or a sprained ankle required that the traveler be more alive,
present and physical in directing and stabilizing the legs and feet.
Increased stability is aided by an understanding of the grounding
of the feet and alignment of the leg.
Grounding the Feet
The foot plays a primary role in securing us to the ground.
Grounding the feet can be likened to the roots of a tree, which
spread outward to balance and stabilize the trunk, branches and
foliage above.  Similarly, our feet serve to anchor us to the ground
below.  The idiomatic expressions: he is well grounded, her feet
are securely planted and sure footed suggest our intuitive under-
standing of this important stabilizing connection with the earth.
Similarly, the idiomatic expressions: caught up, hung up, or hav-
ing your head up in the clouds are illustrative of individuals who
apparently have lost touch with the solid ground beneath them.
Individuals with an inadequate sense of the ground have a poor
base for physical action, which interrupts balance and coordina-
tion and impedes mobility.  A telltale sign of the improper ground-
ing of the foot manifests itself with the gripping and holding of the
muscles of the foot.  Typically, the muscles of the arch of the foot
are tense and the toes are scrunched in gripping the floor beneath
for support.  This excessive muscular effort is usually a last ditch
attempt to restore stability to the body.  The greatest support in the
feet is achieved when the muscles of the feet allow the bones of
the feet to lengthen and embrace the floor beneath them.
Triangular Base of Support
An understanding of how we ground
our feet is aided with a discussion of
the triangular base of support.  When
the weight of the body is equally dis-
tributed over the feet, a triangular
base of support is created between
the ball of the big toe, the ball of the
little toe and the ball of the heel.
Movement of the foot off the ground
in any direction heel, ball, toe or toe,
ball, heel always involves navigating
and coordinating this triangular base
of support.  This triangular base of
support forms a type of tripod that




Stand upright with your legs about shoulder width apart.  Allow
your arms to rest comfortably at your sides.  Feel the ball of your
heel, the ball of your big toe, and the ball of your little toe ground-
ing you to the floor.  Allow the weight of your body to be evenly
distributed over your feet.  Slowly lean forward.  Notice that if
you lean too far forward, you lose your stabilizing connection to
the floor.  Your legs tense, your heels reach up off the floor and
your toes begin to grip the floor.  Rest.  Slowly lean backward.
Notice that if you lean too far backward, you also lose your stabi-
lizing connection to the floor.  Rest.  Repeat leaning to the right
and then to the left, becoming aware of when you lose your stabi-
lizing connect to the floor.  Rest.  Now begin to make a circular
movement by leaning forward, then to the right side, then back-
ward, then to the left side and finally back to forward again.
Circle around to the right several more times.  Each time allow the
circle to become smaller and smaller.  Continue allowing the cir-
cle to become larger and larger.  Notice if at any time you lose
your stabilizing connection to the floor. Rest.  Repeat circling in
the opposite direction.
Leg Alignment
The legs are said to be in proper alignment when hip, knee and
ankle joints work in harmony with each other.  Problems with leg
alignment occur when the knees and ankles fall inward or out-
ward.  When the knees fall out of alignment, an individual is said
to be either knocked kneed or bow legged. A similar condition
occurs when the ankles fall inward or outward. This is often called
pronation (inward rotation) or supination (outward rotation).
Proper leg alignment leads to more stable physical action. The
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and the less stress and strain on the ligaments, tendons, and the
hip, knee and ankle joints.
Hierarchy of the Leg
When the legs are properly aligned, the weight of the upper body
is transferred efficiently and economically down through the legs
and feet into the earth below. Modern dance master Erick
Hawkins suggests that the efficient downward transfer of the
body’s weight is controlled by the hierarchy of the leg.  The hier-
archy of the leg is a useful concept in illustrating the coordinated
action of the hip, knee and ankle joints during proper leg align-
ment.  It suggests that the larger joints should assume a greater
responsibility for organizing and coordinating movement than the
smaller joints.  Consequently, the hierarchy of the leg is main-
tained when all movement in the lower half of the body is initiat-
ed from the thigh-socket and not from the knee and ankle joints.
Initiating the movement of the legs and feet from the thigh-sock-
et, allows the pelvis to assume primary responsibility for transfer-
ring the body’s weight downward.  When this occurs, the weight
of the upper body is first suspended in the pelvis and then trans-
ferred into the legs and feet in a stable and coordinated effort. In
practice, coordinating the hierarchy of the leg requires cultivating
a sense of the weight of the upper body being suspended by the
pelvis over the legs and feet.  This is in contrast to the sensation
of allowing the weight of the upper body to fall or drop into the
legs and feet. A telltale sign of a loss of the necessary suspension
in the pelvis is demonstrated by the sound of heavy heels pound-
ing the floor. The sensation of the pelvis being suspended over the
legs and feet ensures proper leg alignment and the fluid and effi-
cient functioning of the hip, knee and ankle joints. 
EXPLORATION
Leg Alignment
Stand upright with your legs about shoulder width apart.  Allow
your arms to rest comfortably at your sides. Lower your pelvis
towards the floor and then raise your pelvis away from the floor,
by bending and unbending your knees in a comfortable plié-like
action.  Rest and repeat.  Each time you lower your pelvis, observe
the alignment of your knees and ankles.  Maintain the hierarchy of
the leg.  Discourage the knees or ankles from falling inward or
outward.  The knees should move forward directly over the feet.
Rest and repeat with the various foot positions illustrated below:

FREEDOM & CONTROL
As a child my younger sister was a great tree climber.  She could stabilize herself on even the most narrow of branches.  She had great control.
Consequently, she was free to climb quicker, higher and further away from the trunk. As she moved from branch to branch, she momentarily relin-
quished control only to regain it when she arrived at the next branch.  Her control provided her with the freedom to climb to the treetop.  Because
I was unwilling to give up control, I remained lower and closer to the tree’s trunk.  My tree climbing experiences were less rewarding than my sis-
ters.   Like tree climbing, expression is a cyclical journey.  It involves dancing a delicate balance between freedom and control.  Freedom provides
expression with spontaneity and life.  Control provides expression with clarity, form and order.  Unfortunately, control has become a bad word in
some circles of actor training.  Often freedom is taught without reference to its important counterpart—control.  Spontaneity and impulsivity are
often celebrated at the expense of structure and skill.  The best actor training does not view freedom and control as polar opposites, but recognizes
that these two essential components are linked directly in varying degrees in all types of human activity.
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he healthy way to violence
To fight onstage, an actor needs the agility of a dancer, the stami-
na of a tri-athlete and the accuracy of an Irish brawler.  This means
that the actor needs all his/her mental and physical facets working
in synchrony. 
1) All food must be nourishing and contain the three
macronutrients. These macronutrients are: protein (for
repair of muscles, blood vessels, all cells including brain cells
and neurotransmitters), carbohydrates (the main fuel source –
both stored fuel and immediate fuel), and fats (another fuel
source plus the source for cell flexibility in every cell of your
body). Any diet which decreases any of these nutrients
skimps in the health and efficiency of the body.
2) Exercise must be in two forms: muscle-building and car-
diovascular conditioning. Building muscle increases the
metabolism for fat-burning because muscle is active tissue,
requiring the metabolism (the body-engine) to work even at
rest. Working muscle groups also increases the strength of
the body for activities. Cardiovascular conditioning creates
healthy pathways for oxygen and blood to travel through the
body, thus also nourishing the body.
3) Increase exercise in the core of the body. These muscles
are the basis of physical stability. Conditioned, strengthened
core muscles reduce injury and increase overall strength and
muscular stamina.
4) Water is needed all day, every day, especially during and
after exercise. Water is needed in every cell of the body, both
inside the cells, as well as for cleansing the cells and organs. 
5) The body must rest. Not only must one rest every night
with seven to eight hours of uninterrupted sleep, but one
must take breaks periodically through the day and week.
The body is based on circadian rhythms – that means, rise
and fall of energy. Without rest, energy levels will plummet
when one least expects it. 
6) The body and mind requires change to stay fresh and
sharp. It may be easy to put the mind on autopilot but living
by routine in exercise and/or habits causes breakdowns in
synapses. Providing variety, ambiguity, and challenge will
increase the strength of one’s creativity, problem-solving abil-
ities, physical and mental strength, and increase self-esteem.
The heart of the matter: the core
The core means proper strength in the entire area between the legs
and arms. This includes the deep transverse and vertical rectus
muscles of the abdominals, the side muscles known as the
obliques which swing towards the lower and mid-back muscle
group called the erector spinae which connect to the pelvis near
the hip flexors, and several gluteus muscles which attach to the
legs. These muscles are all interrelated. Nothing in the human
body can function independent of itself.
Take for example the number of muscles involved in riding a
bicycle.  One immediately assumes the legs for pedaling and arms
for holding onto the handlebars.  One may not realize the number
of core muscles being used. 
• Rectus abdominals: for curling towards the handlebars
• Transverse abdominals: for staying steady, rotating, and
keeping the trunk tight.
• Erectors (back): for straightening up, for steadying the body
when turning the head
• Obliques: for keeping balance (side to side movements)
while pedaling
• Hip Flexors: for helping the legs pedal
These muscles are in addition to the main muscles (prime movers)
of the upper thighs (the four quadricep muscles) and the back of
the thighs (hamstrings). Smaller muscles are also working such as
the shoulders, arms, hands, feet, neck and so forth.
The core and the combatant 
A stage-combatant’s many actions in many planes of motion
require controlled stabilized movements from many muscle
groups. Most people would never guess how many of their mus-
cles are actually engaging for even a small movement.
Every movement of twisting, bending, straightening, lifting, hold-
ing weight steady, raising your arms, locomotion (walking, run-
ning, skipping), squatting, kneeling, and lunging are either prima-
rily or secondarily affected by the core musculature. These helper
muscles are called stabilizers. Often they are muscles alongside or
underneath the more egotistical (cosmetic) larger muscle. Weak
core or stabilizer muscles can injure a body, often manifesting
itself in an injury to a different muscle than the original muscle.
For example, weak transverse abdominals may strain the back
muscles because the abs are meant to stabilize the back.  If the
back is not stabilized it can be injury-prone.
Look at the list of actions above and the core muscles connected
to these activities – muscles in addition to the primary muscles. 
FIT FOR FIGHTING Part II:
In-depth into the body - The Core
by Lauren Muney
T
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•  Twisting: obliques, transverse abs, erectors, hip flexors
•  Bending: rectus abs, obliques, transverse abs, hip flexors
•  Straightening: erectors, transverse abs, gluteus, hip flexors
•  Lifting: transverse abs, transverse, maybe gluteus, hip flexors,
(…not to mention the biceps, triceps, deltoids, hands, wrists,
maybe even quadriceps, hamstrings, calves)
•  Holding weight steady: transverse abs, obliques, erectors, 
•  Raising your arms: transverse abs, erectors (deltoids,
trapezius, triceps)  
•  Locomotion (walking, running, skipping, etc): transverse
abs, obliques, erectors, hip flexors, gluteus (quadriceps,
hamstrings, calves, feet)
•  Squatting, kneeling: transverse abs, erectors, hip flexors,
gluteus (quadriceps, hamstrings, calves, feet)
•  Lunging: transverse abs, erectors, obliques, hip flexors,
gluteus (quadriceps, hamstrings, calves, feet)
Many people train larger muscles without training the stabilizers
that protect and help the main muscles. Enter the new fitness
emphasis on functional training.  Functional training is based upon
watching the function of the body (an example would be the list of
actions and stabilizer muscles) and training the entirety of the mus-
cles for those functions. Focus is placed on each movement (twist-
ing, lifting, thrusting), and the strength of the underlying muscle. 
Any movement requires an equal but opposite response from
other muscles (stabilizing from the opposite muscles and nearby
muscles). Without training the stabilizing muscles, the primary
muscles are not being used to peak efficiency, but may overwhelm
and injure the helper stabilizing muscles — which may harm more
parts of the body. These unsteady stabilizing muscles can throw
the entire body into disarray.
For example, the runner’s injury known as the “I.T. injury” refers
to pain in the long band of connective tissue at the side of the leg
that runs from the hip down past the knee. The full name is the
“ilio-tibial band”, which comes from ilio- (hip bone) and tibial
(calf bone). This description gives one a sense of the length of the
band. The pain may be below the knee, at the knee, or above the
knee. The interesting point is that the pain at the knee is caused by
weak hip flexors. This means the supporting muscles which keep
the pelvis (ilium) stabilized are weak, which in turn pull on the
ilio-tibial band, which pulls the IT band across a bony protrusion
near the knee area. The resulting pain can make a runner change
his/her gait to accommodate the pain, thus throwing off an other-
wise stable posture and possibly weakening more stabilizing mus-
cles that can yet again injure the athlete.
Stabilizing muscles protect the entire body. Injury or instability to
one part of the body will cause other parts to compensate, most
often to the detriment of the whole body.  Training, and activating
the muscles used most in one’s work, will improve not only the
fights and stunts, but also improves health and fitness as well.
Stage combat: of erectors and bucklers
Stage combat uses a multiplicity of movements with varying
weights and lengths: court swords, staffs, short swords,
broadswords, shields, bucklers, frying pans, brooms, even no
weapons at all. Moving with a weight on one hand (or both
hands), or even shifting weight from one foot to another requires
balance and multi-muscular coordination – as in the bicycle exam-
ple above. Every movement (for example, bending towards the
handlebars) requires an equal but opposite response from other
muscles to stay balanced and coordinated. Think about what
“coordinated” means? It means that the various muscles are able
to coordinate with one another efficiently; this includes the large
muscles as well as the smaller muscles. If one is able to move the
large muscles (legs, for example), but not the stabilizer [core]
muscles (abs or back), one would fall right over.
Test yourself:
1) Using empty hands, go slowly through the weapon attack
positions with no music in the background, or anyone talking.
One can feel each shift of one’s muscles.
2) Do the same movements with a rapier in hand. One can feel
the muscles moving – the large muscles (biceps, triceps, del-
toids – shoulders, legs) but also the minute shifts in the vari-
ous abdominal and back muscles.
3) Use a broadsword next.  Notice that one must counterbalance
its heft. To bend and straighten, one can feel the abs engage to
support the back.  These stabilizing muscles are supposed to
support the back and keep it from being strained. As one
moves, the following stabilizing and primary muscles are
engaged:
•  transverse abs (steadying and rotating)
•  erectors (straightening the back)
•  obliques (side-to-side movements – “flexion”)
•  rectus abs (bending/curling forward)
•  hip flexors (steadying, bending forward at a lower
point, as when grabbing a broadsword)
•  glutes (straightening from a lower point, as when
grabbing a broadsword)
•  deltoid/shoulder (when reaching forward to grasp
the broadsword)
•  hands/wrist (when grasping)
•  bicep and tricep (bending and straightening the arm)
•  rhomboids/mid-back (reaching)
4) Go through the attack movements again with the broadsword.
One may begin to feel the muscles moving. One should feel each
twist, each movement as one reaches forward or draws back.
One should feel the core muscles steady the trunk area.  This is
the beginning of understanding – now the work has begun.
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The buzz about the 6-pack
Improving the transverse abs—the deep
girdle of muscle circumventing the mid-
section—will enhance posture, move-
ment, and injury-prevention.
When worked and toned transverse abs
draw the waistline like a girdle. For any-
one who has ever worn a corset, girdle,
weight belt, flying harness, or tight vest,
there is a feeling of being supported in the
back, as well as aesthetically looking trim.
Fat—often the only girdle around some
mid-sections—does not support at all.   In
fact, its weight can actually pull the body
off balance as the stabilizers try to support
the movements, skeleton and the excess
fat.
The “6-pack” (rectus abdominus) muscles
do not do anything but bend one forward –
flexing the spine. The preoccupation with
having a 6-pack is only vanity.  However,
with having a lower body fat enough to see
the rectus and perhaps with the higher
ridges of this muscle grouping, the other
ab muscles are also being worked.
To help the back support its forward, back-
ward, lateral, and diagonal movements,
pay attention to the very important trans-
verse abs.
Doing these exercises will not trim the fat
off the belly. The only thing which will
trim fat off a belly is by losing the fat;
when the fat is gone the muscles will be
seen better. This is done through quality
nutritional intake and increased hard,
focused exercise. Healthy weight [fat]
loss is a larger question that has basically
been addressed in Part 1 of this series, and
will have more attention later.
What do you feed a muscle?
One of the most important interlocked
aspects of training is feeding the muscles.
When training, the muscles (whether in
fight rehearsals, the gym, or at home in
functional training) break down. This is,
quite literally, survival of the fittest: the
body tries to assure that it will survive, so
it creates new fibers from the old over-
worked ones. This is the correct process,
because after the muscles break down, the
body wants to repair the muscle, making it
stronger in hopes that it will never be hurt
again. That is how muscles are improved. 
Training (muscle movement, motor pat-
terns, and muscle breakdown) must be
considered with nutrition in order to repair
the damage created by working the mus-
cles. Once again – since everything in the
body is interrelated, one needs to attend to
the buildup (training), sustenance (feed-
ing) and repair (rest) of the body.
To create new muscle fibers the body
needs protein. The amino acids are the
building blocks of the bonds of the muscle
cells, as well as the neurotransmitters of
the cell signals. Make sure that one of the
foods eaten after exertion contains high
quality proteins, as well as carbohydrates
(for replacing the energy used in the train-
ing or rehearsal) and healthy fats (for
additional energy, as well as pliant cell
membranes).
As with any feeding for the body, additives,
preservatives, and sugars are not healthy.
These are ingredients that the body cannot
use as fuel or repair. To improve the body’s
muscle or to lose fat, one needs to eat whole
foods. (See http://www.physicalmind.com/
nutrition.htm)
Core improvement: a com-
bat-specific approach
Very Important Reminders:
1) Always engage the abs when train-
ing or moving the body.  This may
include swinging a sword or even
pouring a cup of milk. Each movement
during the day has patterning of twist-
ing, reaching, bending. Imagine being
able to protect oneself for the small
movements as well as the large ones.
2) How to engage the abs: Your mother
was right: sit up (or stand up) straight.
This is  a matter of drawing the mus-
cles inward. To investigate this draw-
ing-inward, put the palms flat against
the stomach area, under the ribs. Now
tighten this abdominal area without
sucking in the tummy.  One will feel
the entire stomach area tighten, possi-
bly including the transverse abs‘ gir-
dle. This tightening of the stomach
area instantly supports the back, draws
Erector Spinae: The Erectors –
these are the primary stabilizers of
the back, to straighten the spine.
Rectus Abdominals: these are the
6-pack muscles, used in flexing
(bending) the spine forward.
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the abs inwards, and even makes one
look instantly better.
3) How to test if the abs have been
engaged: Keeping the  abs engaged,
extend the  arms outward, and twist to
one side and then the other. If the abs
are engaged, they will tingle a bit as
one slowly twists. Come back to cen-
ter, and twist the other way. Feel some-
thing in the abs area(s)? Good –the first
partial exercise has been done and the
back supported at the same time.
4) How to test if the abs are not engaged:
Do not do a single thing in the abdom-
inal area. Do not draw the abs in.  Feel
relaxed. Now twist to one side.  If one
feels a light tugging in the back, one
has twisted the back muscles to do the
movement instead of engaging the
abdominal (back-stabilizing) muscles.
Without engaging the abs, even the
simplest of movements can injure one. 
5) If one learns to engage the core in
every movement, one will learn to
tighten by rote – and will constantly be




Here are some core exercises which are
combat-muscle specifics. They incorpo-
rate the twists, turns, and strength one
uses in choreography, as well as to gain
stamina for long hours of rehearsals. Core
exercises can easily be done in about ten
minutes, three times a week to get excel-
lent results. The exercises will be felt
immediately but the strength and posture
will begin to improve in about two weeks. 
Additionally, refer back to the basic condi-
tioning exercises and conditioning plan in
The Fight Master Spring/Summer 2006, in
Part 1 of the “Fit For Fighting” article, pp.
30-35. Minor core exercises like crunches
and oblique side-bends are reviewed.
Some of the following exercises encour-
age the use of equipment like stability
balls or medicine balls. This equipment
can easily be found on the Web or in local
stores. (Note: Only purchase the opaque
stability balls as they are stronger and
withstand weight better than the clear
yoga balls).
LOOSENING A CORE AREA: 
the psoas
Tight muscles contract first, and one of
the hidden, habitually tight muscles that
impedes one’s ability to access the trans-
verse is the psoas. The psoas attaches to
the spine behind the ribs at the front of the
spine and extends down to the top of the
thigh bone - the only core muscle that
truly moves from anterior (front) through
the core of the body to the posterior (rear).
The leg hangs from the psoas. The psoas
contracts to lift the leg and is shortened
when sitting. Since we live in a culture of
sitting, we essentially have an epidemic of
tight psoas muscles.
One easy way to release the psoas is to
stand on one leg on a block or step and let
the other leg hang. Imagine the hanging
leg as the downward extension of the
psoas muscle. Swing the leg gently back
and forth, initiating the swing from the
psoas. After practicing with one leg, stand
on both feet and feel the difference in the
two sides before proceeding to the other
side. Picture the psoas swinging the leg
forward as one walks or runs.ii
PLANK: increases entire core
strength and stamina
1) Lie flat on the stomach with the
elbows tucked underneath. 
2) Balance the body on the toes and
elbows. The feet should be perpendi-
cular to the floor and the elbows bent
at ninety-degrees and placed directly
under the shoulders. The proper align-
ment of the body should be a straight
line between the shoulders and the
ankles. If the buttocks elevates or the
abdomen drops then the posture and
its effectiveness is lost. The body
should feel like a plank – which is the
name of the exercise. 
3) Once in the posture one should feel a
burn in the lower back and transverse
abdominals indicating the exercise is
working. The stabilizer muscles (the
transverse and lower erectors, as well
Oblique muscles: these are mus-
cles at the side of the body, whose
function is to bend to the side. 
Gluteus maximus: the butt mus-
cle; in actuality it is part of three
gluteus muscles whose purpose is
to stabilize the connection
between the back and the legs, as
well as move the leg backwards.
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as some tiny muscles) will continue to activate to keep the
body steady and supported.
4) Repeat this five times, for twenty seconds each time. If twen-
ty seconds is too much to begin with, start with ten seconds
and then work up to twenty. 
DIAGONAL/ ROTATIONAL WOOD CHOP: increases
strength for the core, shoulders, hips, knees, and
ankles.iii
1) Grasp a weighted medicine ball or weight (two to six pounds)
with both hands and stand with feet shoulder width apart and
slightly bent, as if addressing the ball. Keep feet straight ahead.
2) Tighten or brace the abdominals.
3) Initiate the rotational movement from the trunk as you outward-
ly lift the medicine ball from a low position, across the body on
a diagonal path, to a high position over the opposite shoulder.
Pivot on the back foot as the motion nears the end range.
4) Repeat for ten to twenty reps, for three to four sets.
RUSSIAN TWIST: this exercise works the entire core
area: rectus, transverse, obliques, even erectors
(Advanced)iv
1) Lie face up and place a weighted medicine ball (two to six
pounds) between the feet. For less intensity, do not use the
medicine ball.
2) Extend the arms overhead and anchor them.  Hold a solid
object,like a soft leg or another person. Extend legs into the air. 
3) Without letting the shoulders lift off the ground, slowly lower
legs to the floor on the left side, then reverse the movement to
the right. 
4) Repeat for ten to twenty reps, for three to four sets.
SLOW SIDE LUNGES: for stability in the abdominals,
hip flexors, gluteus, quadriceps, and even the smaller
stability muscles of the legs
1) Stand with hands on hips or out to sides. Tighten abs so the
back is straight and supported.
2) Slowly step to one side, placing weight on the stepping leg.
Continue to draw the abs inward.
3) Continue shifting weight to the stepping leg, drawing abs
inward, and bring other leg together.
4) Stand up straight.
5) Alternative: do not step entirely onto other leg, just slowly
shift weight between legs without releasing the abs.
6) Repeat for ten to twenty reps, for three to four sets.
BALL SKIER: challenges all muscles of the core
(advanced):
1) Hands on floor and feet on ball starting in a plank position. 
2) Flex hip and knees into a tuck bringing the ball up to one side
of the body. 
3) Then rotate the ball to the other side with the feet. Fairly
challenging for ten reps each side. 
4) A further progression is to do the exercise single leg.
PILATES
Pilates exercises focuses on the core, keeping the body balanced
while doing both core-centered exercises as well as moving the
limbs during which the core is tightened. Videotapes and DVDs
may be just as good as live classes for conditioning, although
every movement may not be combat-specific. Both men and
women are discovering use of pilates training.
1000 SWORD CUTS: function-specific training (bor-
rowed from an aikido martial arts exercise)
1) Use a sword weapon with some weight – preferably a
broadsword. 
2) Using a slow controlled technique, do two hundred cuts to the
horizontal (3 and 4) each way for a total of four hundred.
3) Again, with perfect technique, do two hundred  cuts to the
diagonal (high 3 and high 4) (four hundred total).
4) Again, with perfect, slow technique, do two hundred cuts to
the head (attack 5).
5) This is a thousand total cuts and may take twenty to thirty
minutes.
6) Practice this one or two times per week.
The signs of core improvement would be better posture, less back-
aches and/or soreness, fewer (or no) injuries, and a sleeker look as
the rarely-used muscles are activated.
i This article points to some videos on the World Wide Web that have been gathered in a series
of stage-combat-specific movements that can help increase the strength of one’s core both for
stage fighting and for everyday living. The URL for this training page is http://www.physical-
mind.com/combat_abs.htm
ii This exercise is adapted from Eric Franklin’s Dynamic Alignment Through Imagery, and
Kripalu Yoga’s website.
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Dedicated to preventing the spread of HIV/AIDS
and the subsequent loss of precious lives, we strive to:
•  Increase AIDS awareness and education;
•  Promote compassion for AIDS victims and their families;











Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS
165 West 46th St., #1300     (212) 840-0770 (fax 0551)
New York, NY 10036                           www.bcefa.org
Fighting for Life!
a community outreach program of The Society of American Fight Directors
Contributions to Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.
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by contacting us at 165 West 46th St. - #1300, New York, NY 10036, (212) 840-0770 or by contacting your
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If you wondered how a real sword looked and performed,
you can find a nice, low mileage time machine,
rob a museum, or buy one of these.
Zen Warrior Armory (formerly Triplette Competition Arms) manufactures beautiful and
durable fighting equipment at the best prices in the industry.  For over twenty-five years,
our swords have provided fight directors with outstanding performance in theatre, 
television, and motion picture productions.  Please call us for a free catalog or visit









Contact Brian LeTraunik at 
letraunik@sbcglobal.net
for availability and pricing!
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January 2005
January 9 University of Nevada-Las Vegas
Gregory Hoffman David Boushey
Robert Behrens UA R&D BS
Cristian Bell UA R&D BS
Scott Ticen UA R&D
August 2005
August 18 Fights4 - Summer Sling





August 18 Fights4 - Summer Sling







August 18 Fights4 - Summer Sling
Ray Rodriguez Michael Chin







J. Allen Suddeth Dale Girard
J. Alex Cordaro UA (EAE) R&D BS (EAE) SiS S&S
Cameron Diskin UA SiS (EAE-All)
Maggie Macdonald UA BS (EAE-All)
Justine Poulin UA BS
Lee Soroko R&D BS S&S
September 2005
September 5 Texas Intensive Regional Workshop
k. Jenny Jones, Mark Guinn, Brian Byrnes
Leraldo Anzaldua
Martin Estridge SiS QS
Michelle Jordan UA R&D BS
P. Kalob Martinez BS
Audra Resendez BS
Jennifer Warren UA R&D QS
October 2005
October 16 Private Lessons











Michael Chin Chuck Coyl
Adam Pearson KN (EAE)





















Robert “Tink” Tuftee Chuck Coyl
Ryan Bartruff SS (EAE)
Adam Pearson SS (EAE)
Matthew Rini SS (EAE)





J. David Brimmer Chuck Coyl
Kristi Artinian UA (EAE)
Nathan Bredeman UA (EAE)
Devin Delliquanti UA (EAE)
Natalie DeSosa UA (EAE)
Richard Douglas UA (EAE)
Michael Eisenstein UA (EAE)
Laura Ramadei UA (EAE)
Nick Reinhardt UA (EAE)














December 3 Florida State University
Adam McLean Chuck Coyl
Alexis Atwill UA (EAE)
Cameron Diskin UA S&S (EAE)
Emily Franklin R&D S&S (EAE)
Meagan Gotz UA (EAE)
Paul Martinez UA (EAE) BS
Erin Read UA (EAE)
Christopher Acevedo R&D
Hadley Andersen UA BS














December 3 Ithaca College, London Centre
Bret Yount J. Allen Suddeth
Peter Gray UA (EAE)
Brian Hashimoto UA (EAE)
Aaron Morris UA (EAE)























Mike Mahaffey J. Allen Suddeth
Davie-Blue Bacich SiS (EAE)
Flor De Liz Perez SiS (EAE)
Joshua Boertje SiS
Alex Brumel SiS






December 6 Private Lessons
Robert Borwick J. Allen Suddeth
Deb Fialkow SS
Evan Whitfield SS
December 11 Private Lessons







PUT TO THE TEST
Date Location
Instructor Adjudicator
Person Tested Weapons Proficiency
RD Rapier & Dagger UA Unarmed
QS Quarterstaff SS Smallsword
BS Broadsword S&S Sword & Shield
KN Knife SiS Single Sword
Renewal Renewal of Actor/Combatant Status
EAE Examiner’s Award for Excellence
Results of the SAFD’s Skills Proficiency Tests






December 12 University of Michigan
Erik Fredricksen Chuck Coyl
Grant Bates UA R&D QS (EAE)
Jeff Blim UA (EAE) R&D QS
Patrick Chu UA R&D QS (EAE-All)
Marcus Jones UA (EAE) R&D QS
Andy Nevenschwander UA (EAE) R&D QS
Daniel Strauss UA (EAE) R&D QS
James Wolk UA R&D QS (EAE-All)
Janine Woods UA R&D QS (EAE)
Cara Akselrad UA R&D QS
Chris Allen UA R&D QS
Elizabeth Engle UA R&D QS
Beckah Gluckstein UA R&D QS
Sari Goldberg UA R&D QS
Zac LeMieux UA R&D QS
Frank Maiorana UA R&D QS
Shayna Markowitz UA R&D QS
Zoe Palko UA R&D QS
Alex Reed UA R&D QS
Eric Schinzer UA R&D QS
Rachael Soglin UA R&D QS
December 13 SUNY - Purchase
Ian Rose J. Allen Suddeth
Johnson Chong UA R&D SiS QS (EAE)
Nicolas Flower UA R&D SiS QS (EAE)
Michael Barra UA SiS QS
Meredith Burns SiS QS
Ian Campbell UA SiS
Rosal Colon QS
Otis Cotton UA SiS QS
William Gallacher UA SiS QS
Celina Hess UA SiS QS
Carl Holder UA SiS QS
Justine Huxley UA
Kate Murray QS
Sarah Saunders UA SiS
Marissa Skell UA R&D SiS QS
Diana Stahl UA QS
Michelle Tolbert UA SiS QS
December 15 Adelphia University
Ray Rodriguez Michael Chin
Erin Callahan UA (EAE)
Joseph Faranda UA (EAE)
Daniel Gibel UA (EAE) R&D BS
Mary Keller UA (EAE)
Raymond LaChance UA (EAE)




Jared Goldberg UA R&D BS
Kevin Meehan UA R&D BS
Holly Meek UA R&D BS




December 15 Columbia College - Chicago
J. Allen Suddeth Chuck Coyl
Stephanie Berliant SS (EAE) KN S&S
Alexander Hashioka-Oatfield KN (EAE) S&S
Jon Kurtycz UA (EAE) R&D BS SiS
Travis Sims SS (EAE) KN
William Yoder UA (EAE) R&D BS
T.C. (Timothy) Anderson UA R&D BS SiS
Douglas Christell UA R&D BS
Tracy Collett S&S
Matthew Davis SS KN S&S
Kim Fukawa UA R&D BS SiS
Daniel Howard SS KN S&S
Amy Kline UA R&D BS
Erin Makowski UA BS
Mathias Maloff KN S&S
Baylea Morgan UA R&D BS SiS
Chad Olsen UA R&D BS SiS
Jamie Orr SS KN S&S
Michael Peters SS KN S&S
Robert Richnavsky SS KN S&S
Jon Sharlow KN S&S
Cynthia Trail UA R&D BS
Jason Walsh KN S&S
Sylvia Wieczorkiewicz SS KN S&S
December 6 SUNY - Fredonia












December 15 University of Florida
Tiza Garland David Leong
Elizabeth (Libby) Arnold UA R&D
Robyn Berg UA R&D
Alicia Giangrisostomi UA R&D
Marty Lamar UA R&D
Kevin Shell UA R&D
Ted Stephens, III UA R&D
Michael Toth UA R&D
Alex Zukoski UA R&D
December 16 Illinois State University
Paul Dennhardt Richard Raether
Courtney Bohl SiS









December 16 University of Southern Mississippi
Scot Mann Richard Ryan
Kermit Burns QS (EAE)
Cory Cunningham QS (EAE)























January 10 Dueling Arts - UNLV
Gregory Hoffman, Edward Sharon, David Boushey
D.C. Wright
Brandon Burk UA R&D BS
Laura Downing-Lee UA R&D BS SiS QS SS
Sarah Eron UA R&D KN
Melissa von Siegel R&D BS
Kevin Wetmore Jr. UA R&D BS QS SS KN
Nikkya Williams UA R&D BS
January 15 Winter Wonderland Workshop





January 15 Winter Wonderland Workshop
Michael Johnson David Boushey
Lee Soroko SiS
January 15 Winter Wonderland Workshop




January 15 Winter Wonderland Workshop

















January 15 Winter Wonderland Workshop







January 15 Winter Wonderland Workshop






January 28 Revenge Arts
Geoffrey Kent Dale Girard
Jonathan Cole UA R&D BS
Ted deChatelet UA R&D BS
Deb Fialkow UA R&D BS
Adam Saucy UA R&D BS
February 2006
February 11 Florida State University
Paul Steger, Robert Walsh Brian Byrnes
Alix McEachern Jones UA (EAE)
Paul Molnar UA (EAE)
Jaime Tintor UA (EAE)
Tony Bullock UA
Kris Danford UA




February 11 Private Lessons
Robert Borwick Geoffrey Alm
Jonathan Cole QS
Ted deChatelet QS
February 23 Denver Center Theatre Academy











T. David Rutherford BS
Stephen Weitz BS
March 2006
March 9 Theatre School at DePaul University
Nicolas Sandys Chuck Coyl
Yosh Hayashi UA R&D (EAE-All) KN
Jeremy Young UA (EAE) R&D KN
Shannon Altland UA KN
Casey Campbell UA R&D KN
Kristen Looper UA KN
Stephan Madar UA R&D KN
Nate Maher UA R&D KN
Jonathan McGinley UA R&D KN
Tawny Newsome UA R&D KN
Hanlon Smith-Dorsey UA R&D KN
Tiffany Villarin UA R&D KN
Rawson Vint UA R&D KN
March 13 North Carolina School of the Arts
Dale Girard J. Allen Suddeth
Nicholas Galbraith R&D SiS (EAE-All)
Aaron Gonzalez R&D SiS (EAE)
Adam Guerra R&D SiS S&S (EAE-All)
Nicole Hodges R&D SiS (EAE)
Billy Magnussen R&D (EAE) SiS S&S (EAE)
Hugo Martin QS (EAE)
Nathaniel Mendez R&D (EAE) SiS
Emily Simones R&D SiS (EAE)
Adam Woolley R&D QS (EAE)
Shane Andries R&D SiS
Jordan Brown R&D SiS
Ryan Carr R&D SiS
John Clavier R&D SiS
Kimberly Connelly SiS
Michael Dozier R&D SiS
Justin Eure R&D
Natasha Galano R&D
Blake Griffin R&D SiS
Dylan Hoeffler R&D
Marcyanna Johnson SiS
Mark Karafin R&D SiS
Rachael Kruk R&D SiS
Matt Lauria R&D SiS
Amanda McCallum SiS
Sarah Murray R&D
Nicolas Townsend R&D SiS
March 26 Freehold Theatre Lab











Ann Van Alt SS
March 31 Regent University
Dr. Michael Kirkland Dale Girard
Justin Glinn UA
Priscilla Hummel UA R&D BS
Jennifer Jackson UA
Christopher Nelson UA R&D BS
Devorah Nelson UA R&D BS
Anita Reimer UA R&D BS
Daniel Roberts UA R&D BS
Lisa Robinson UA
Kendal Tuttle UA
Miranda Wallace UA R&D BS
Michael Woods UA
April 2006
April 1 American Musical and Dramatic Academy
Payson Burt Geoffrey Alm
Robert Hamilton UA R&D BS S&S (EAE)
Jeff Lewis R&D (EAE) BS S&S (EAE)
Michelle Rose UA R&D (EAE) BS
Heath Christianson UA R&D BS
Laura Goodell UA R&D BS
Michael Graham UA R&D BS
Allison Griffin UA R&D BS
Jessica Kasilian UA R&D BS
Kacie Severn UA R&D BS
Tess Sorensen UA R&D BS
Timothy van Tries UA R&D BS
Megan Wingert BS
April 1 American Musical and Dramatic Academy
Mike Mahaffey Geoffrey Alm
Robert Goodwin SiS KN
Luke Griffis SiS KN
Jeff Lewis SiS KN
Kristi Miller SiS KN
Stephanie TeBeau SiS KN
David Thomas SiS KN
Kat Trinceri SiS KN
Megan Wingert SiS KN
April 1 Virginia Beach Bash
Ricki Ravitts Michael Chin
Maggie Macdonald S&S (EAE)
Mike Speck UA (EAE)
Casey Kaleba S&S
April 6 The Stage Combat Studio
Robert Walsh J. Allen Suddeth
L. Eddy SS (EAE)
Ted Hewlett BS (EAE) SiS SS (EAE) KN
Angie Jepson R&D (EAE)

























April 8 Brigham Young University
D.C. Wright Brian Byrnes
Matthew Bellows UA R&D BS
Emily Burnworth UA R&D BS
Matthew Carlin UA R&D BS
Forest Foster UA R&D BS
Sarah Hynes UA R&D BS
Moronai Kanekoa UA R&D BS
Cort Kirksey UA R&D BS
David Morgan UA R&D BS
Katie Rockwood UA R&D
Jakob Tice UA BS
Ward Wright UA R&D BS
April 9 Chicago Wushu Guan
Angela Bonacasa Dale Girard
Eric Frederickson SS (EAE)
Toby Minor UA SS (EAE)
Jordan Smith SS (EAE)








April 14 Academy for Classic Acting -
The Shakespeare Theatre
Brad Waller Erik Fredricksen
Andy English UA (EAE) R&D SiS QS KN
Liz Hayes UA (EAE) R&D SiS QS KN
Jim Jack UA (EAE) R&D SiS QS KN
Garth McCardle UA R&D (EAE) SiS QS KN
Amy Prothro UA (EAE) R&D SiS QS KN
Erin Sloan UA (EAE) R&D SiS QS KN
Carie Yonekawa UA (EAE) R&D (EAE) SiS QS KN
Dan Crane UA R&D SiS QS KN
Steven Eng UA R&D SiS QS KN
Heidi Harris UA R&D SiS QS KN
Melora Kordos UA R&D SiS QS KN
Bob Rogerson UA R&D SiS QS KN
Josh Vink UA R&D SiS QS KN
Lindsay Wiebe UA R&D SiS QS KN
April 18 Illinois State University
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April 18 Marymount Fordham -
London Dramatic Academy
Richard Ryan Chuck Coyl
Graham Burk SS (EAE)
Jayne Deely SS (EAE)
Laura Keena SS (EAE)
















April 19 Swordplay Stage Combat
Joseph Travers J. Allen Suddeth
Nathan DeCoux R&D (EAE) BS SiS QS
Adam Alexander SiS
Douglas Castillo R&D BS QS






Christopher Yustin BS SiS
April 23 Florida State University
Adam McLean Michael Chin
Anthony Alcocer R&D (EAE)
Bryce Page UA (EAE)
Jessica Pizer UA (EAE)
Johnny Vieira UA (EAE) R&D BS
Patrick Young UA (EAE)
Christopher Acevedo UA























Amanda Wansa R&D SiS
Laura Wilson R&D
Tracy Wray R&D
April 23 Private Lessons









April 26 Rutgers University -
Mason Gross School of the Arts
J. Allen Suddeth Michael Chin
Bjorn Dypaty UA (EAE)
Nick Farco UA (EAE)
Nathan Robinson UA (EAE)







April 29 Arcadia University
Ian Rose J. Allen Suddeth
Mark Binder SiS S&S (EAE-All)
Owen Timony SiS S&S (EAE-All)
Kimberly Bagdis UA SiS
Anna Duch UA SiS
Dustin Karrat UA SiS
JaQuinley Kerr SiS
Theresa McIntyre UA SiS
Michael Newsham UA SiS
Peter Roccaforte UA SiS
Erin Salm SiS
April 29 University of Arizona
Brent Gibbs Drew Fracher
Dane Corrigan BS (EAE)
Clay Froning BS (EAE)
H. Croner UA R&D BS
Stefan Espinosa UA R&D BS
Jacob Fay UA R&D BS
Jonathan Hicks UA R&D BS
Brian McGrath BS
Jay Middleton R&D BS
Brian Neufang UA R&D BS
Daniel Rudder UA R&D BS
Matthew Wagner R&D BS
May 2006
May 3 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Robin McFarquhar David Woolley
Michael Brusasco SiS QS (EAE-All)
Cristina Dideriksen SiS (EAE) QS
Christopher Gliege UA (EAE) R&D SS
Maria Pallas SiS (EAE) QS
Eric Parks SiS QS (EAE-All)
Carissa Vanausdall UA (EAE) R&D SS
Kevin Wasielewski UA R&D (EAE) SS
Brent Barnes SiS QS
Victoria Cacciopoli SiS QS
Jonas Contakos UA R&D SS
Jason Dirden SiS QS
Keia Drew UA R&D SS
Kenya Drew UA R&D SS
Toby Gabrielson UA
BeauLivea Green SS
Leslie Handelman SiS QS
Erica Hernandez UA SS
Christopher Kostro UA R&D
Stephanie Limesand UA SS
Thomas Lopez UA R&D
Jason Maddy SiS QS
Jenny Maurer UA




May 4 University of Washington
Geoffrey Alm David Boushey
Daniel Cohen UA R&D BS
Quinlan Corbett UA R&D BS
Jeremiah Davis UA R&D BS
David Folsom UA R&D BS
Mary Mather UA R&D BS
Katherine McLeod UA R&D BS
Christina Nicolaou UA R&D BS
Jacob Ortuno UA R&D BS
Jose Rufino UA R&D BS
Khatt Taylor UA R&D BS
Montana Von Fliss UA R&D BS
May 3 Virginia Commonwealth University
Aaron Anderson David Leong
Drew Vidal UA R&D S&S
May 5 Roosevelt University
Angela Bonacasa Michael Chin
Kalin Coates UA (EAE)
Cailin Ebersole UA (EAE)
Stephen Grush SiS (EAE)
Reid Kendall UA (EAE)


















Lauren White UA SiS
Christopher Willumsen SiS
Jennings Wynn UA
May 5 Roosevelt University
Chuck Coyl Michael Chin
Nicholas Christiansen UA (EAE)
B. Colon UA (EAE)
Fredrick Harris UA (EAE)























May 6 Fights4/New York University
Denise Hurd Erik Fredricksen
Al Foote III R&D (EAE)
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May 6 Fights4/New York University
Michael Johnson Erik Fredricksen
Brian Allard UA (EAE)
Amanda Barron UA (EAE)
Nathan DeCoux SS (EAE)
Al Foote III UA (EAE)
Katherine Hart SS (EAE)
Katy Papa UA (EAE)
Alec Barbour UA
Emerald Nash-Hall UA
May 6 Fights4/New York University
Dan O’Driscoll Erik Fredricksen
Kristi Artinian R&D (EAE)
Grant O'Brien UA (EAE)
Laura Ramadei R&D (EAE) BS
Suzanne Sadler UA (EAE)
Steve Stout UA (EAE)
Craig Thomas UA (EAE)
Alex Wallace R&D (EAE)
T.J. Black R&D












May 6 Fights4/New York University
Robert “Tink” Tuftee Erik Fredricksen
Alec Barbour BS (EAE)
Dan Granke BS (EAE)
Eero Laine BS (EAE)




May 6 University of the Arts
Charles Conwell David Woolley
Nicole Carlson SiS QS SS S&S
Brian Cowden SiS QS SS S&S
Paul Felder UA R&D BS KN
Kyle Fennie UA R&D BS KN
Emily Gibson UA R&D BS KN
Alyson Goodman UA KN
Michael Harris UA R&D
Hallie Kirk UA R&D BS KN
Nathan Leff UA R&D
Amber Mabie UA
Melissa Martinez UA R&D
Kevin McGuire SiS QS SS S&S
Matthew McKenna SiS QS SS S&S
Alison Piazza UA R&D KN
Jaclyn Robinson R&D KN
Kenneth Roehr SiS QS SS S&S
Chaz Rose UA R&D BS KN
Maren Rosenberg UA R&D BS KN
Jamie Simons UA R&D BS KN
Brandon Smith SiS QS SS S&S
Ben Stanley SiS QS SS S&S
Nathan Unsworth SiS QS SS S&S
Tara Van Ness UA R&D BS KN
May 6 Western Illinois University
D.C. Wright Chuck Coyl
Benjamin Brotzman QS (EAE)
Kyle Cassady UA (EAE) QS
Benjamin Cole UA (EAE) QS
Adam Habben UA QS (EAE)
Russ Brown SS




Jessica Griffith UA R&D BS QS
Louis Hare UA QS
Peter Johnson QS
Nathanael Lock UA R&D QS
Darrell Rushton SS
Jamie Sprovach QS
May 7 University of South Carolina - Aiken
Robert Ek Chuck Coyl
Bobby Bloom UA (EAE) KN
Matt Cabbil UA (EAE) QS
Clay Martin UA KN
Jason Shipman UA QS
May 9 University of Puget Sound



















May 10 University of Southern Mississippi
Scot Mann Michael Chin
Mason Chriswell UA (EAE) R&D
Robbie Cox UA R&D BS (EAE)
Lee Crouse UA R&D BS SS (EAE-All)
James Knotts UA R&D (EAE-All)
Chad Martin QS SS (EAE)
Laurie McMillen UA (EAE) R&D
Brad Oxnam UA (EAE) R&D
Myra Schodlbauer UA R&D (EAE-All)
Heather Snider UA (EAE) R&D
Jacob Womack UA R&D (EAE-All)
Zdenko Slobodnik UA R&D
May 11 Columbia College - Chicago
David Woolley Chuck Coyl
Christine Cascino R&D BS SiS (EAE) QS SS (EAE)
Geoff Coates R&D BS SiS (EAE) QS SS
Kim Fukawa SiS QS (EAE)
Jon Kurtycz SiS QS (EAE)
T.C. (Timothy) Anderson SiS QS
Stephanie Berliant R&D SiS QS
Christina Bernacchi UA R&D BS SiS
Jay Burckhardt UA R&D BS SiS
Douglas Christell SiS QS SS
Tracy Collett SiS
Matthew Davis R&D
Adrianne Elfring UA R&D BS SiS
Anna Epstein UA R&D BS SiS
Keith Falconer UA R&D BS SiS
David Fink BS SiS QS
Nicholas Hill UA R&D BS SiS
Robert Hoffman UA R&D BS SiS
Matt Johnston UA R&D BS SiS
Michelle Julazadeh UA R&D BS SiS
David Kaplan UA R&D BS SiS
Mathias Maloff R&D SiS QS
Molly Plunk UA R&D BS SiS
Calvin Pohlhammer BS SiS QS
Robert Richnavsky R&D SiS QS
Jill Sandmire UA R&D BS SiS
Travis Sims SiS
Cynthia Trail SiS QS SS
Jason Walsh SiS QS
Sylvia Wieczorkiewicz BS
William Yoder SiS QS
May 11 University of Houston
Brian Byrnes Geoffrey Alm





Brian Hamlin R&D SS
Philip Hays R&D SS
Mike Heathcote R&D SS
Landee Jacobs R&D
Jonathan Levy R&D SS
Kristopher Luce R&D SS
Noe Mendoza R&D SS
Kiza Moore R&D SS KN
Rivka Noskeau SS
Leigh Patterson R&D SS
Shaka Smith R&D SS
May 12 SUNY - Fredonia
Edward Sharon J. Allen Suddeth
Dan Lendzian R&D (EAE)











May 13 Kutztown University
James Brown Chuck Coyl
Scott Abernathy UA BS SiS
Matthew Burns UA BS SiS
Jim Corrado UA BS SiS
Joy Galliford UA SiS
Matthew Good UA
Adam Kissinger BS SiS
Tad Schlegel UA SiS
May 13 Niagara University
Steven Vaughan J. Allen Suddeth
Lindsie Detota UA (EAE) QS
Adriano Gatto UA R&D (EAE) BS QS
Myles Jordan UA R&D (EAE) QS (EAE)
Andrew Liegl UA R&D (EAE) BS QS
Jerry McGrier UA (EAE) BS QS
Mike Thompson UA R&D (EAE) QS (EAE)
Chris Arnau UA R&D QS
Meagan Barno UA QS
Joe Christopher UA QS
Gretchen Dizer UA QS
Suzie Dominiak UA QS
Erin Garvey UA QS
Amanda Jones UA QS
Jessica Knoerl UA QS
Tory Kuper UA R&D QS
Andrea Perry UA
Lauren Sale UA QS
Katy Swimm UA QS
Will Vaughan BS
May 18 North Carolina School of the Arts
Dale Girard Chuck Coyl
Shanna Beauchamp SS (EAE)
E.J. Cantu UA (EAE) KN
Matteo Eckerle UA KN (EAE)
Jeffrey Fahey UA KN (EAE)
Richie Laursen UA KN (EAE)
Jonathan Odom UA (EAE) KN
Robyn Rikoon UA KN (EAE-All)
Wesley Taylor UA (EAE) KN
Jessica Webb UA (EAE) KN
Adam Woolley BS SS (EAE-All)
Lauren Culpepper UA KN
Katharine Elkington UA KN
Adam Guerra UA
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Nicholas Kowalczyk UA KN
David Lopez UA KN
Rajeev Rajendran UA KN
Charlie Sergeant UA
May 19 North Carolina School of the Arts
Dale Girard Chuck Coyl
Quin Gordon UA (EAE) KN
Hugo Martin UA KN (EAE)
Andy Robinson BS (EAE)
Paul Silver UA KN (EAE-All)
Dane DeHaan UA KN
Veronica Dominczyk UA KN
Heather Howard UA KN
Jake Lacy UA KN
Annie Langer UA KN
Aaron McDaniel UA KN
Ciera Payton UA KN
Chris Schilder UA KN
Ian Weissman UA KN
Anna Wood UA KN
May 19 Private Lessons
Geoffrey Kent J. Allen Suddeth
Benaiah Anderson S&S (EAE)
Seth Maisel S&S (EAE)









T. David Rutherford S&S
Jason Short S&S
May 25 University of Denver
Geoffrey Kent Dale Girard
Chihomi Akaba SiS












Kevin St. John SiS
May 28 Oregon Knock Out
Robert Borwick Dale Girard
Kayce Allison BS
George Bellah UA R&D BS QS
William Hulings UA R&D BS QS
Kevin Inouye QS
Craig Lawrence BS QS
John Lynch UA R&D BS QS
Steve Nabors UA R&D BS
Harold Phillips UA QS
Danielle Reierson R&D
Ryan Spickard QS
Alaric Toy UA R&D BS
June 2006
June 1 Seattle Pacific University






June 1 The Lee Strasberg Institute/NYU
J. Allen Suddeth Michael Chin
Rodolfo Molina UA (EAE)
Jake O'Connor UA (EAE)



















June 1 Wright State University
Bruce Cromer Drew Fracher
Jesse Coleman BS
Jovan King UA QS
Jessica Kinzbach UA QS
Kristin Larsen QS
Adam Rihacek BS
Sarah Thornton SiS QS
June 2 Eureka College Workshop
Paul Dennhardt, Brian LeTraunik Richard Raether
Jonathan Cable UA SiS
Christel Elsen UA SiS
Ben Hackett UA SiS
Michael Hall UA SiS
Nick Harden UA SiS
Mark Kelley UA SiS
Vanessa Passini UA SiS
June 14 Mary Baldwin College
Colleen Kelly Joseph Martinez











June 18 Swordlady - Cincinnati
Regina Cerimele-Mechley Chuck Coyl
Angela Kroger UA R&D (EAE) KN
Rachel Mock UA R&D (EAE) BS KN (EAE)
Joe Sofranko UA R&D (EAE) QS
Scott Sullivan UA R&D BS QS KN (EAE)
Talia Amatulli R&D
Jeff Batchler UA R&D KN
Erin Carr BS QS KN
Michael Carr UA BS QS KN
Lauren Donoghue R&D
Aaron Einhorn BS QS SS KN
Zachary Kincaid BS
Kevin Macku BS QS
Casey Matteson UA R&D BS QS KN
Sarah Moravec UA R&D BS QS KN
Bryan Schmidt BS QS
David Smith UA R&D KN
Jason Speicher R&D BS KN
Leah Strasser KN
Chad Weddle BS QS SS KN
Dustin Welch UA R&D BS QS KN
Matt Weldon UA R&D
Darren Wessel UA KN
June 18 The Actor’s Gymnasium








July 28 NSCW - UNLV
Michael Chin, Chuck Coyl, Geoffrey Alm
Dale Girard, Richard Raether, J. David Brimmer 





Julianna Allen UA R&D BS SiS S&S
Damian Baeslack UA R&D BS
Danette Baker R&D
Ross Bruggeman UA R&D BS
Brandon Burk UA R&D BS SS S&S
Cheyenne Christian UA R&D
Nicole Craft UA R&D BS
Michael Daw UA R&D BS SS KN S&S
J. Donahue UA R&D BS
Andrew Dunn UA BS
Jessica Dunne UA R&D BS SiS QS S&S
Christopher Elst UA R&D BS
Paul Evans UA R&D BS
John Evenden UA R&D BS
Paul Fox UA R&D BS SS S&S
Mark Gostomski R&D
Jayme Green UA SiS SS KN S&S
Kelvin Hamilton UA R&D BS SS S&S
Evelynn Harmer UA R&D BS SS KN S&S
Joel Huff UA R&D BS
James Hunt BS
Loren Jones UA BS SiS SS KN S&S
Melanie Julian R&D
David Kelch UA R&D BS SiS QS
Lisa Kopitsky UA R&D
Marianne Kubik UA R&D BS QS SS KN S&S
Edgar Landa UA R&D
David Lefkowich UA R&D BS
Emma Lunbeck UA R&D BS
Lance Martin UA R&D BS
Wilfreid Meybohm R&D SS
Adam Miller-Batteau UA R&D BS QS SS KN S&S
Kelly Mizell-Ryan UA R&D BS SS KN S&S
Rachel Mock UA R&D SiS QS SS KN S&S
Catherine Moore UA R&D QS SS KN S&S
Amos Omer R&D
Sarah Pitard UA R&D BS
Derek Randall BS
Cara Rawlings UA R&D BS SS KN S&S
Andrew Reeves UA R&D BS SS S&S
Andrew Rice R&D BS
Tyler Rich UA R&D
Elizabeth Ritchie R&D
Owen Schmitt UA R&D BS
Wolf Sherrill R&D BS
Brandon Slocum UA
Robert Smith UA R&D BS SS KN S&S
K.C. Stage UA R&D BS SiS QS S&S
David Sterritt UA R&D BS
Sterling Swann UA R&D SiS SS S&S
Rusty Tennant UA R&D BS SS KN S&S
Noah Tuleja UA R&D BS SS KN S&S
Drew Vidal UA R&D BS SS S&S
Bryan Wakefield UA R&D BS
Robert Whiston UA BS
Michael Yahn UA R&D BS SiS QS
August 2006
August 1 NCSA - SSC
Angela Bonacasa, Mike Mahaffey Dale Girard
Ted deChatelet UA R&D BS SiS QS SS KN S&S
Rob Najarian UA R&D BS SiS QS SS KN S&S
Lee Soroko UA R&D BS SiS QS SS KN S&S
Kirby Wahl UA R&D BS QS SS S&S
Angela Bonacasa UA R&D BS SiS QS SS KN S&S
Mike Mahaffey UA R&D BS SiS QS SS KN S&S
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Advertised and Regional Workshops
The Twelfth Annual Winter Wonderland Workshop
January 12 - 14, 2007
Elgin, IL
(708) 466-7055  www.winterwonderlandworkshop.com
The Fourth Annual Virginia Beach Bash
March 31 - April 1, 2007
Regent University, Virginia Beach, VA
(757) 226-4730  www.regent.edu/beachbash
International Stunt School
June 4 - 23, 2007
August 20 - September 8, 2007
United Stuntmen’s Association, Everett, WA
(425) 290-9957  www.stuntschool.com
Summer Stage Combat
Actor Combatant Workshop
July 8 - July 27, 2007
SAFD & North Carolina School of the Arts, Winston-Salem, NC
(336) 734-2834  www.safd.org
Intermediate Actor Combatant Workshop
Advanced Actor Combatant Workshop
July 9 - 27, 2007
SAFD & University of Nevada-Las Vegas, Las Vegas, NV
(702) 895-3662  www.safd.org
BNSCW 2007 - British National Stage Combat Workshop
Summer 2007
www.bnscw.org
National Fight Directors Workshop
Actor Ensemble Workshop
July 29 - August 11, 2007
SAFD & North Carolina School of the Arts, Winston-Salem, NC
Email: nyfgtdirctr@aol.com    www.safd.org
Action Film Workshop
July 30 - August 11, 2007
SAFD & North Carolina School of the Arts, Winston-Salem, NC
Email: nyfgtdirctr@aol.com    www.safd.org
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THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FIGHT DIRECTORS
1350 E Flamingo Rd #25
Las Vegas, NV 89119
SAFD Hotline (800) 659-6579
www.safd.org
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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is a publication of
The Society of American Fight Directors
The Society of American Fight Directors is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to promoting
safety and fostering excellence in the art of directing stage combat/theatrical violence.  The
SAFD is committed to providing the highest level of service to the field through initiating and
maintaining guidelines for standards of quality, providing education and training, promoting
scholarly research, and encouraging communication and collaboration throughout the entertain-
ment industry.
The SAFD recognizes members at a variety of levels, including Fight Master, Fight Director,
Certified Teacher, Advanced Actor/Combatant, Actor/Combatant and Friend.  SAFD members
have staged or acted in countless numbers of fight scenes for live theatre, film, and television.
Through its training programs across the United States, the SAFD has schooled thousands of
individuals in the necessary skills to perform or choreograph safe and effective stage combat.
Visit the blazing SAFD
Website
Friend
One need not be a stage fighter, teacher, or
choreographer to join and be active in the
SAFD.  Any individual who has an interest
in the stage combative arts who wants to
keep abreast of the field and receive all the
benefits of memberships may join as a
friend.
Actor/Combatant
Any individual who has passed an SAFD
Skills Proficiency Test and is current in
Unarmed, Rapier & Dagger (or Single
Sword), and another discipline.  The
SAFD considers Actor/Combatants to be
proficient in performing staged combat
safely and effectively.
Advanced Actor/Combatant
Any individual who is current in six of
eight SAFD disciplines, has had three
years transpire since their first SPT test,
and has been a dues paying member in
good standing for two years.  The SAFD
acknowledges Advanced Actor/Com-
batants as highly skilled performers of
staged fighting.
Certified Teacher
Any individual who has successfully com-
pleted the SAFD Teacher Training
Workshop.  These individuals are endorsed
by the Society to teach staged combat and
may teach the SAFD Skills Proficiency
Test.
Fight Director
Any individual who has held the status of
Certified Teacher of the SAFD for a mini-
mum of three years and has demonstrated
through work in the professional arena a
high level of expertise as a teacher and
choreographer of staged combat.  These
individuals are endorsed by the Society to
direct and/or choreograph incidents of
physical violence.
Fight Master
Individuals who have successfully fulfilled
the requirements of Fight Master as
established and published by the
Governing Body and awarded recognition
by the current body of Fight Masters
(College of Fight Masters).  Individuals
must be members in good standing and
engage in continued active service to the
Society.
Call the SAFD Hotline
1-800-659-6579
For stage combat assistance, workshop
information, and general questions.












Society of American Fight Directors
Membership Application











DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT
The Society of American Fight Directors (SAFD) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, and improving the 
quality of stage combat.  We are committed to the highest standards of safety in the theatrical, film and television 
industries.  The SAFD offers educational opportunities across the country at universities, privately and at the annual
National Stage Combat Workshop expressly to disseminate this information.  In addition, the SAFD tests individuals in three catagories:
Actor/Combatant   ✦   Teacher   ✦   Fight Director
However, one need not take any sort of test to become a member of the SAFD.  Anyone interested in the art of fight 
choreography and stage fighting can join.  SAFD members receive a 10% discount on SAFD workshops; The Fight Master,
a journal published twice yearly; and The Cutting Edge, a newsletter published six times yearly with news updates on
SAFD activities, policies, and members.
To apply for membership in the SAFD, fill out the form below and send to:
The Society of American Fight Directors
1350 East Flamingo Road, #25
Las Vegas, Nevada 89119
Dues are $35 annually.  (For members outside the U.S., annual dues are $40)
Your enclosed check will cover dues for the current year.
Please make checks payable to Society of American Fight Directors.





An SAFD and BASSC Sanctioned Regional Workshop
January 12-14, 2007
Presented at Elgin Community College
1700 Spartan Drive
Elgin, Illinois
Come and experience the most popular regional Stage
Combat workshop in the country, where students can
work with instructors from across the United States
and Great Britain.
Students have the opportunity to take part in many
different classes spanning a wide range of weapon
styles and topics.
This year, the WWW is moving to its new home on the
campus of Elgin Community College in Elgin, Illinois.
For information on the move and the upcoming
workshop, including online registration, go to:
www.winterwonderlandworkshop.com
HERE’S WHAT OUR STUDENTS HAD TO SAY:
• My first SAFD event in 15 years – WOW! The environment
was relaxed, supportive, collaborative and fun! Everyone I
met was helpful, concerned, and friendly. You should be so
proud of creating such an atmosphere where learning is
passionate and inspired. I was just blown away! 
• This workshop was everything I could ask for and more. It
was a pleasant surprise to see the film stuff offered and not
just limited to stage. I didn’t feel like I was overmatched
and couldn’t handle what I was taking on. I felt like I could
make mistakes and still be accepted and encouraged to do
more and try again. Overall, this was an excellent
experience that I look forward to for many years to come
and to carry it over to the next workshop I can attend
ASAP. Thank you.
• Really liked the online signup, staff and instructors were
top notch.
• I really like this workshop.  You guys do a great job!
• It was my first time in attendance and I was surprised how
much I learned.
• This workshop just gets better and better!
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The Society of American
Fight Directors
1350 East Flamingo Road, #25






FORWARDING & RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED
